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1st January 2016: Happy New Year:
Snape: Pretty Grim, Danegeld and Barley Brigg Morris: danced turn on turn between 12 and 2pm, 
some excellent dancing and accompanying music. One factor with North West and Border Morris is a 
tendency for drums to be played over loudly. The adult human ear and brain adjust for the overload, 
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children and recording devices cannot. There was some OTT (and out of time) drumming going on 
particularly in the PG sets. A couple of (expereienced and talented) people expressed an interest in 
joining Pretty Grim, but I understand that the response is that the side is not recruiting at the moment. 
Perhaps short sighted for various reasons but not my problem. Good to start the year with a bang.

3rd January 2016: Mulberry Tree Session:very quiet at first but livened up and a fairly well balanced
mix of songs and tunes. Sausage and roasties/chips welcome from landlord. Nigel sketched a couple 
of us playing, includingme which I snafu'd a photo of to add to my collection of 'sketches of Bill, which 
runs back to schooldays.

5th January 2016: U3A The Brickmakers Arms: Ipswich an enjoyable afternoon playing music with 
friends and a warm welcome from the pub which acommodated us at short notice. Old Time Kitchen 
Session: a power trio of Arnie, Sheila and Bill, two fiddles and backup guitar. Explored some tunes old
and new (to us), drank coffee, ate cake.  The 'Followers of the Old Religion' have asked the Bards of 
the Heath to play again at their annual festival, and we had a recent inquiry from a 'Fairs' organiser 
with events in Norfolk and Cambridgeshire so 'the word ' is getting out. Holly asked bill to review her 
final essay for her MA in songwriting, it is linked to the Toadwoman project and is excellent.

6th January 2016: Bill popped to John G's to talk about the Bards of the Heath setlist for Millbeach 
on 16th January, and we played a few songs. In the evening the Wednesday session was at Blaxhall 
Ship, The Little Glemham session was also running but we opted for playing music together at the 
Ship over the round the room formula at the Lion. Very enjoyable.

10th January 2016: a quiet few days on the music front. Broadside Boys and Paddy Butcher were on 
at the Milkmaid on Friday but not compelling enough to make the effort. We received details of Suffolk 
Folk at the Riverside to take place in February. This event has los its way somewhat since giving up 
on the dance element. It is now a marathon for those who come for the day, or something of a bitty 
event for those who cherry pick. Too long, and the headliners at the concert play to those who have 
the stamina to last from 10 - 6 on a dark Saturday in February . The lunchtime session is more work 
than pleasure. Sheila enjoys the workshops so we will sort out a compromise, an event to support but 
from which we derive only a partial enjoymant. Holly is popping around later to prepare a video to 
promote Toadwoman.

11th January 2016: the death of David Bowie appears to have unleashed a highly publicised 
response commensurate with the connected age in which we live. 'News' has been downgraded to sit 
behind a festival of tribute to mark the event. Shottisham Sorrel Horse: Honey and the Bear: looked
like fun but a step too far for tired oldies! 

12th January 2016:Session Three Horseshoes Fordham five musicians active although others 
present. Very enjoyable mix of tunes and styles. A monthly rest from 'the known' into 'exploration'. Bill 
beginning to miss playing with the ceilidh band (but not the hassle). As usual brought backa beermat's 
worth of tunes to try!

13th January 2016: gave the session at the Crown a miss, usually enjoyable but not Bill's favourite 



venue. 

14th January 2016: Sheila to Pretty Grim practice. The cold weather is settling in now. Bill received 
an e-mail from Sam H, a former colleague which was great to receive and catch up. Hi Sam. Also 
started on the beermat and had a run through for the Bards gig on Saturday. Not looking forward to 
the drive to Maldon but such is the price for being in a band! Alan Rickman has died, 69, same age as 
Bowie, thoughts of mortality all around, hey ho, who will be the third in this little run of celebrity 
demise?

15th January 2016: we set out for Hadleigh Folk Club but turned back after about 1/4 mile, wrestling
with misted windscreen and icy road, better in front of tv on this night, sorry but the cost/effort benefit 
analysis did not compute.

16th January 2016: Bards of the Heath Millbeach Wassail: Heybridge Basin: off our usual beaten 
track the Bards of the Heath were one of five musical offerings during the 'pub gig' phase of the 
evening after ritual and wassail of the apple tree, and Dark Horse Morris had danced, (an excellent 
side in the 'made up' border ouvre). A very well attended event, about 150 plus. We had been asked 
for a 45 minute set, but had to cut one song, total stage time including set up was 45 minutes. A seven
piece band setting up takes a few minutes even with only three microphones, one di and a bass 
combo as minimal kit on offer. The 'home band', Medicine,with full drum kit and bass driving a 
functional folk rock repertoire were able to seize the stage to close, but the Bards made new friends 
with unfamiliar original material in a difficult and noisy environment. Thank you to Lyz for inviting us to 
play, also for smashing food.

17th January 2016: Sunday Session at the Mulberry Tree Ipswich. an enjoyable evening playing 
music with friends. A slightly different mix to recent weeks with some absentee regulars and welcome 
occasional players.Fairly even mix between the songs and tunes. 

18th January 2016: Bill received notice that applications are open for the Soapbox Stage at 
FolkEast which Bards of the Heath may apply for. He passed it on to John and Des. It would be 
good to play at FolkEast. We are playing on the Sunday in Essex,  Bill is likely to be at FolkEast as a 
Morris Musician (or parter of such), anyway. Not sure whether other band members can get two 'day 
passes' in a weekend.

19th January 2016: U3A Half Moon Walton:an excellent afternoon of music and song, best for a 
while.Bill sang Lyin' Eyes in deference to the death of Glenn Frey, (everybody joined in), Sheila sang 
Reynardine. No energy to trek to Colchester for bluegrass!

20th January 2016: Bill'nSheila braved dense freezing fog to travel to Blaxhall Ship, (a dangerous 
folly). Pris (who lives at Blaxhall, expected no takers for the Wednesday session, but John also made
it so we had an enjoyable informal tune swap while a committee was discussing magical engineering 
for FolkEast at the other end of the bar.

21st January 2016: a night in. Mardles, (Suffolk Folk Mag) arrived today, glad it exists but doesn't 



serve a need. Personality and profile driven it encapsulates the demise of traditional enjoyment of 
music in favour of artists in business. Hey ho. (Suffolk now includes Norfolk and Cambridgeshire, who 
knew?). (Grapevine has fallen into the same trap, greater reach, less relevant content).

24th January 2016: Folk at the Froize: Dan Walsh supported by Aartwork: Aartwork are a 
seemingly successful folk fusion band with talented and experienced musician members, (originally an
offshoot from local band Workhouse/Earthworks). A professionally presented set but not to Bill's taste, 
rooted in the 1970's and led by people who remember those years so lacking in the freshness that the 
younger ears in the band might impart.(Less electronics and more recorder please). Dan Walsh was 
his inimitable, humble, awesome self with an excellent set and stories of the music, the road from 
there to here. The set was eclectic, multi cultural and technically excellent, the presentation 
unassuming and sincere. Rare in these times.

25th January 2016: posted a bonus 'theme of the month' video, All Around the world. Irish reel on one
row, good fun. East Suffolk Morris Practice: tried out a new dance with a few tunes, settled on Lemy
Brazil's ~2, the dance was described by David D as the Goldfish Bowl dance, which is apt.

26th January 2016: Bluegrass: Tattingstone White Horse: Bill's first visit to the bluegrass session 
since before Christmas so a bit rusty but a very enjoyable evening with the range of instrumentation 
required, (Guitars, Mandolins, Banjos, Dobro, Bass, Fiddle). Good to see Ian T, and also that Gerry 
dropped in. Lots of discussion of forthcoming fests and a hotpicking summer.  (Bill'nSheila will be 
spreading themselves thinly across folk, blues, oldtime and bluegrass as usual.)

27th January 2016: Bill to JG's to practice and discuss setlist for Bards Shottisham in February. Very 
productive and worked on some of the new songs. Shipshape & Friends at Blaxhall Ship very 
enjoyable with some excellent contributions around the room, particularly a few of the recitations.

28th January 2016: Sheila to Pretty Grim Practice, Bill decided to have an evening off, options, the
usually crowded Walton Half Moon, managed two minutes and left on each occasion of attendance 
so far, or the semi moribund Steamboat Session where Bill is apparently considered strange among 
the cognoscenti for waiting to contribute or not contributing at all according to mood and the evening 
concerned.

29th January 2016:Everyman Folk Club: the Artisan Trio an excellent evening of early music in 
french Italien and Middle English. Great to see familiar faces in a different guise, and the skillsets, 
wow. Strong support which included Bill'nSheila, (Bill sang Benjamin Bwmaneer, sheila, Once I had a
Sweetheart). Good to see Shirley Harry out singing again.

30th January 2016: visited Laurel for her thirtieth birthday party where an excellent set by Celtic 
Capers made way for some Electric Swing. Great fun.

31st January 2016: Mulberry Tree Session: very well attended and a good night, although there was
a tension between the players and singers, neither feeling they got a fair crack. It is an informal 
session and the only people who noticed were the fustrated souls who waited a second too long only 
to find their opportunity had been overtaken. Good to see Tom out. Interesting conversation with J who
had previously said she no longer wanted to be in Bards of the Heath, but who now after about six 
months of being away is likely to turn up at Shottisham and 'join in' with all the new material on first 



hearing! Not our problem, just an irritation given the work that has gone into getting  things 'right on 
the night'. Hey Ho, now a ten piece. 

1st February 2016: East Suffolk Morris Practice: fewer than last week but still two sets plus and 
five musicians. A very productive evening.

2nd February 2016: U3A at Westerfield Railway: an excellent afternoon. Although this is a busy 
session and 'around the room' it is very well run by Rob Neal which makes it the exception to our 
general feeling about such things. Sheila sang 'Sonny', Bill sang 'Sailing Too close to the Wind' and 
played Lemy Brazil, (which hopefully people will know by next time as it is a workshop tune at Suffolk 
Folk Day on Saturday). Old Time Session: Bill, Sheila, Martin, Arnie playing while Jane started working
on James's tatters jacket . A mix of old time and English with old and new tunes explored. Good fun, 
coffee and biscuits.

3rd February 2016: Bill posted TOTM on Melnet, The History Man, two likes already as at teatime. 
He spent the afternoon at John G's with Jo and Des and Rob running through some of the new songs 
to be aired at Shottisham Sorrel Horse Bards of the Heath on Monday. A tiring but really fruitful 
afternoon work. Blaxhall Session to round off the day! Priss, Chris, Caroline & Bill so a good mix of 
instruments and sounding very good.

4th February 2016: Bill orders a concertina on approval after a few days vacillation. Sheila to Pretty 
Grim practice, potential for them o use 'Jacky Tar' .

5th February 2016: the concertina arrives and is excellent, something of a sibling to the existing D/G, 
one a Jones, one a Lachenal, both formerly Salvation Army boxes. Probably a keeper, faster and 
clearer than the Jones but less warm and solid. As ever with Bill and instruments they all have a 
separate voice! Hadleigh Folk Club: East Creek Union & Tony Winn: Floor spots. Simon and Val 
book supplicants on trust, ( a practice which Everyman long since abandoned). Megan Wisden was 
excellent , eschewing microphone and singing in a clear distinctive style, Alice Martin blagged a spot 
to warm up for her appearance at Folk Day on 6th, (which then begged the question..), the other two 
spots were singer songwriters peddling their wares, one excruciating, (and with CD), the other a good 
player and singer, but the material begged the question why men in retirement write adholescent love 
songs. Hey ho. Tony Winn is a seasoned trouper with a good range of styles and excellent 
performance skills, Sheila enjoyed his set, Bill was less convinced. East Creek Union, now a six 
piece, (of whom five were in the band on the night), were excellent. They had planned an hour's set 
but not allowed for time to talk so that some numbers were omitted. I think only one 'new' song was 
included in the set which was largely older material but with the new line-up bedding in. The set went 
down a storm with Bob and Scott on fiddle and banjo as the core (and original) drivers. I am biased, 
but repetition and bad banjo jokes aside, they were excellent.

6th February 2016: Suffolk Folk Day Riverside Stratford St Andrew: Sheila attended this day, Bill 
couldn't summon enthusiasm for the programme which,(as in past years), is overlong and tries to be 
all things to all people except dancers. Sorry to miss East Creek playing again, but they are scheduled
for 4pm by which time on past years experience many will have already left. Abandoning the evening 
Ceilidh (for reasons of cost and lack of sufficient support), and stretching the day session, simply left 
an event which offers limited attraction. Past experience of lots of waiting about, a session with a mix 
of reluctant and over eager participants, workshops which offer much to some, and a concert that by 
timing and length sap the will to live. All opinions are personal, the lunchtime food and the folk' bring 



and buy' have been the highlights of previous days . Sheila reports that Dave Shepherd's workshop 
was excellent, Paul Scourfield's less so but probably worthwhile, she ate cake instead of lunch and 
escaped as the concert was starting.

Independent: 6th February 2016: Terence Blacker. "With the possible exception of the folk music, 
there is no world quite as riddled with snobbery as that of books." 

Is there an appropriate response?  Even if one may share the sentiment, its expression lends 
credence to the writer's own snob membership of that culture. I do believe there is a song in 
there.Oh... Terence has written one.

Alan Turner's 50th Birthday Party: Bredfield Village Hall: Thanks for the invitation Alan, good to 
meet lots of folk pals from Danegeld, The Mulberry Tree and beyond. Sheila enjoyed joining in with 
the Northwest and Tap dance workshops. It was good to catch the new Skedaddle Ceilidh Band, a 
spin of from the same groups, led by Brenda and Simon on whistle and mandolin with (another friend 
of old), Ann as caller, (who called a couple of complex dances excellently). The venue was Bredfield 
Village Hall which is the 'Happy Sam' venue, (first event on Wednesday). Strangely for a purpose built
venue the sound accoustics of the hall are extremely poor. When the acoustic music started, it was 
deadened by the hall and probably only properly audible from within a ten foot range. Hopefully 
Graham and Nicky are aware of this in managing  the way 'Happy Sam' uses the venue.

8th February 2016: Bards of the Heath at Shottisham Sorrel Horse: Thank you to Chris and 
Caroline for inviting Bards of the Heath to play at the SH again. It was an opportunity to take out some 
of the new songs and run them alongside the wel trodden material and a couple of songs from John's 
earlier CD's which have been 'Barded'. Good to see friends, family and regular supporters in the 
audience. I think the evening went well. On reflection, a bards set is a very rich mix and maybe some 
leavening might lighten the intensity of focus. Tightening up into an effective working band. Bill'nSheila
did a floor spot.

9th February 2016:had a message from John T that he is playing at Big Music Night on 11th March 
with his new band (which includes Mick & Sarah Graves who are excellent), Bill is in Sicily and Sheila 
committed to going to Pete Cooper at Hadleigh, so sorry to miss that.  Bill spent most of the day 
wroking on the Shottisham Bards of the Heath video and audio .Session: Fordham Three 
Horseshoes Bill's favourite session of the moment, great music, 'no snobbery' , and a welcome for 
mannered musicians. Always a list to find and try on returning home. The Lachenal received an 
approving nod from Roger Digby who confirmed that the price was ok.

10th February 2016:Bill confirmed that the concertina meets approval and is a keeper, carried on 
working on the audio/video from Monday and managed to put a song up on YT. Happy Sam: Benny 
Graham a new venture by Graham and Nikki promoting folk events in support of mind charity. The 
format is that the guest presents a 'spot', there is then a break during which people can play or sing, 
and the guest then re-appears in informal role for interaction with the audience and to talk about their 
passion for the music. A very enjoyable first evening which worked very well. The room was set up 
with a circle and the guest as focal point which addressed the poor acoustics noted above with the use
of the full room at Bredfield Village Hall. Around thirty people turned out, most of whom are friends of 
ours from U3A, and folk activities. I suspect the events need a few more to attend, but not so many 



that the concept is lost. Benny was an excellent singer and racontuer, steeped in the history of his 
region and of the music, so that the time passed quickly and very enjoyably. The music break almost 
succeeded, with some choreography and direction, and the last section was friendly and informal, 
again with participation from singers and players in the audience. Terry Davey swapped 'policeman' 
songs with Benny. Graham seemed surprised to be complimented on the venture and how well it had 
gone. 

11th February 2016: Sheila to Pretty Grim practice.

12th - 14th February 2016: FOATMAD Gainsborough Festival, (Old Time American Music). A very 
enjoyable weekend in good company with excellent performers, workshops and a couple of concerts. 
Stars of the shows were Evie Ladin and Keith Terry. Evie was raised in New York at the centre of the
folk revival on the lte 1950s and is a terrific banjo player, flatfooter, songwriter and performer. Husband
Keith was a Jazz drummer, and now plays bass and specialises in body music of all types. Adam Hurt
and Beth Williams Harkness were sensitive exponents of banjo and guitar, The Sunny Mountain 
Serenaders play styles based in and around West Virginia. Kiaran Towers and Charlotte Carrivick 
played a storming set, other (English) bands were The Old Roustabouts, and the 
Horsenecks.THank you to FOATMAD and the festival organisers. See you next year. (A tuning peg 
on Bill's mandolin cracked and fell loose during the weekend. Fortunately one of the instruent builders 
on site patched it up with loc tite.).

14th February 2016:Having returned from Gainsborough at about 5pm, it was Mulberry Tree 
Session night. Sheila was v. tired after a weekend of sesioning and concerts (& driving), but Bill went 
along and plunked away from the sidelines on the mandolin. (The loc-tite has held so far!). Fairly well 
attended, one chap brough a guitar along, eventually uncased it, sang two songs and left. Lessons in 
session ettiquette required methinks, for the rest it was free-for-all as usual. A refreshing break from 
wall to wall old time!

15th February 2016: East Suffolk Morris Men practice, good fun. Six musicians, (Piano Accordion, 
Continental  Accordion, two fiddles, melodeons and anglo. About eighteen dancers. Ashley decided to 
defer joining until October, (which October)! David T has a shiny sparkly new accordion which is heavy
to carry but very enjoyable to play.

16th February 2016: U3A Kings Head Stutton: well attended with a wide variety of offerings. A bit 
cramped in the room but Bill remained on the periphery. No change there.

17th February 2016: Blaxhall Ship Session: an enjoyable evening, Pris, John, Graham, Nicky, Bill, 
with Nigel Smith and Kelly on their CAMRA rounds pleased and surprised to see us. This the last for 
Bill and Sheila for a couple of weeks, (next week is Shipshape Session and the folowing the Bards are
playing at Kirton). Pris has an operation on her knees next Thursday and will be out of action for a few 
weeks. Not clear whether anyone else will take up the liaison role.

A fairly non folky few days, missing Lattice Barn on 18th, Henley Folk Night on 19th, Colchester 
Folk & Roots on 21st, for various reasons.



22nd February 2016: East Suffolk Morris practice: well attended again. Suffolk Show have 
confirmed they do not need us this year. Plans for Palermo are firming up, I suspect that six days is a 
long period to keep relationships evenly tempered but we will see! Just reviewed and updated Bards 
of the Heath bookings for the year, 14 between now and November, probably more than enough.

23rd February 2016: Bluegrass Session Tattingstone Wheatsheaf: the Wheatsheaf out of 
sequence as the White Horse is closed indefinitely. A very enjoyable evening with Greg, Lynn, 
Rex,Cliffie, Ian and Bill. (3 banjo, 2 Guitar, Three Mandolins, Autoharp in various combinations).Pretty 
hard driving and challenging after #Old Time'. An excellent workout which left Bill with tired hands after
three hours solid playing.

24th February 2016: Bards practice with John Jo Bill & Des in preparation for next week playing to 
the Carlford Wicklaw. Sorted out the sets and did some  polishing of starts and endings, also 
discussed the potential to record some of the new material, practicalities to be resolved. Shipshape 
Session Blaxhall Ship very enjoyable, fairly lightly attended. Mike Bexon came along, (first time I 
have seen him there). Bill had put his melodeons into the wrong bags after Bards practice so had a 
C/F with him and managed to cope with concertinas on the D/G repertoire. An enjoyable evening.

25th February 2016: Sheila to Pretty Grim practice, showed them the part completed banner which 
has occupied lots of time over the past few weeks, seemingly approved!

26th February 2016: Bill spent the afternoon tootling around with Mallory Weaver, a song which John 
has almost abandoned, dropped a tone and slowed, may now work for John, certainly not for Bill to 
sing. Could make a backing track?  Pete Coe & Alice Jones everyman Folk Club with their Five 
Fingered Frank presentation about Frank Kidson. excellent project, Pete looking tired but playeing as 
well as ever. I will be interested to see Alice's future projects. Patricia Woodward came and chatted to 
Sheila about her American Old Time group which includes friends form various parts of Bill'nSheila's 
joint  and several history so should be fun and interesting.

28th February 2016: Mulberry Tree Session: fewer singers on board this time, and some occasional
musicians joining in so a relatively tune based evening, the singers did not have to struggle to get in 
as they did last time and a jolly time was had by all. Excellent stout.

29th February 2016: a leap year not yet recognised on some of my devices! Enjoyed an afternoon 
filming Holly for a work project, a very capable practitioner with fantastic communication skills. East 
Suffolk Morris practice, slightly muted and at times focussed on the dance technical which was 
excellent but didn't require music. Plans for the spring trip to Palermo are in an advanced stage, we 
seem to be busy/out on most days so eased my apprehension about the length of the trip. Pleased 
that a puppet theatre may be an alternative to the Opera, (but may be as expensive!)

1st March 2016: learnt that Martin Burley died last Monday. Martin taught english at Copleston so 
knew my children well, was a great supporter of World Music and co-founder of Peppery Productions. 
In that role he was very supportive of Holly's music, (and ours), and a friend. He suffered from long 



term health problems, and will be sadly missed by those close to him and by Ipswich's musical 
community. Old Time Kitchen Session: Sheila, Arnie, Martin & Bill with a few other tunes added to 
the mix with gingerbread and chocolate brownie. Bill posted TotM: Gaspe Reel on Melnet.

2nd March 2016: Bards of the Heath at Kirton White Horse: an interesting evening wrestling to 
maintain focus despite additional percussionists having a djembe battle inches away. John owned to 
sometimes forgetting he is in a band and doing his own thing despite rehearsals and written notes, 
hey ho. Back to plan A, follow his lead.

7th March 2016: ESMM Practice: last one before Palermo. Bill entering pre trip anxiety while knowing
that a great time will be had by all.

8th March 2016: Fordham session: Bill's currently favourite musical evening out in the month. Fresh 
tunes, good players and excellent company with Red Fox bitter. Who could ask for more.

9th March 2016: depart for Palermo with 18 East Suffolk Morris Men (regular and honorary) . 
Evening flight arriving at the 'On the Way' Hostel for a late supper and bed. THree dorm rooms, (2 
singles), nineteen men. Two toilets between the dorm rooms with a shower room, and a toilet 
bathroom betrween the singles.
10th March 2016: walking round Palermo taking in Markets, an excellent restaurant for lunch and 
informal music with a dance stand after. Weather occasionally dry, otherwise cold and wet, we danced 
in the dry parts!
11th March 2016:a train ride to Cefalu, again a mix of dry and very wet weather. A cup of tea and a 
very enjoyable lunch later Bill went for a walk along the rocky seafront where a path is carve din the 
rocks and the sea and broken limbs but a mis-step away. May be worth a tune. The sun emerged and 
we danced in front of the cathedral to an enthusiastic audience and while the weather held, danced an
the jetty before catching the train back to Palermo.
12th March 2016:a longer train trip to Agrigento to see and dance at the Valley of the temples. Lots of 
walking, some dancing , very impressive archaeology.

13th March 2016: a day in Palermo, quite wet. We danced a spot in front of the Opera House, and 
some men later attended at the performance, most of the remainder went to the puppet theatre, which 
was excellent. 

14th March 2016: the final day of the trip. We caught a bus to Monreale where we danced in the only 
break in the rain, had a look around the cathedral and made our way to he airport,  arriving home 
about 1am.

15thMarch 2016: U3A Chequers Friston. A very enjoyable afternoon. Sheila sang Suzy Clelland, Bill
sang Sun and Moon. 

18th March 2016: Tom McConville: Bredfield Village Hall: a very enjoyable evening. Tom had 
travelled from Wales to engage with the audience of around nineteen enthusiastic souls, played a set, 
joined in a playaround, answered questions and led a tune and song before departing to drive to 



Yorkshire. Credit to Graham and Nikki for promoting the venture (under the Happy Sam banner). 
When asked about logistics they were re-assuring that all was fine and that thye had expected a slow 
burn to start with, and a large audience may distract from the intended  intentions  of the project 
having an intimate format .

19th March: Melodeons and More: Mendlesham: Bill dropped in for about half an hour. The event is
a fixture on the local folk calender and well attended.  When the workshops turned out demophobia 
set in and he escaped the crowd. 'Note to self' that since retirement there has not been a 'need' to 
engage with groups and crowds of people and Bill has withdrawn into his default mode, (shy and 
introverted). Getting out more doesn't always help!

21st March 2016: East Suffolk Morris Practice: at which spring trip mishaps were revisited, and a 
concern was raised that the morris we dance is at times  from the generic tradition, and the distinctive 
features of the varied village heritage which we dance are being smoothed out at times. A positive and
worthwhile practice. Fleece is on order, season starts soon.

23rd March 2016: Blaxhall Shipshape session. an enjoyable evening, less well supported and 
muted compared to some, but in a way better for that in terms of the music.

25th March 2016: Everyman Folk Club: Purcell's Polyphonic Party: excellent music from Vicki 
Swann, Johhny Dyer and John Dipper, a 'project' but great fun to hear superb musicianship and 
collaboration close up. Bill played a solo set as Sheila ha had a cold all week, was offered three so a 
mix of 'May You never', 'Banks of Green Willow' and John Hurt's 'Candyman'. A deep breath before 
starting would have lent more control but it was fun to let rip a bit. Whether it will win or lose us future 
floor spots is not clear but the feedback (where received) was positive!

26th March 2016: Pretty Grim Border Morris: Leiston Longshop Museum: an enjoyable but chilly 
few hours enjoying visiting the Longshop Museum where Sheila was playing for Pretty Grim who 
presented a couple of enthusiastic dance sets. The response was positive, PG are an entertaining 
spectacle. It was good to meet Roger and Jill and catch up with them, and Bill met Ted Draper from his
working life. Ted and Roger are both in the men's working group at the museum and both enjoying that
engagement with the engines.

27th March 2016: Sorry to hear from Kelly Moody that the 'Wheel of the Year Festival has been 
cancelled. Bill missed the 'Old Religion' event which the Bards enjoyed playing at in 2015 so was 
looking forward to playing at the successor event. Maybe next year. we missed the Mulberry Tree 
session as Bill was unwell, (hopefully temporarily).

29th March 2016:Sheila off to Tenerife at 6am so Bill on his own for a week.. U3A Concert Stratford 
St Andrew:Colin & Karen Cater presented an excellent couple of sets, supported by the U3A 
regulars. A very entertaining afternoon. Bluegrass White Horse Tattinigstone: Bill only stayed an 
hour or so as the bug hasn't quite loosed its grip.  A good social play-around.



31st March 2016: Steamboat: enjoyable to meet friends and pluck along with some tunes, but the 
session has no mojo, and it is difficult to know how to contribute to the melange.

1st April 2016. Bill uploads melnet tune and theme of the month.

3rd April 2016:Bards of the Heath Woodbridge MBS: the Bards played a couple of sets as 
requested and planned. John filled a further couple of slots with Mark Barnard. Usual chaos.

4th April 2016: Bill's new computer arrived and he upgraded to W10 and started tying to understand 
it. East Suffolk Morris Practice: a couple of sides up, three on music and a few spares. 

5th April 2016: Kitchen Session. Bill Arnie and Paul visiting from London. Lots of hardore crooked 
and barely melodic tunes with ringing strings and altered tunings. Sheila arrived home from Tenerife 
about 11 just after the others had left.

6th April 2016: Bards practice at Jo & John's. an enjoyable afternoon finalising the set list for 
Saturday at Martlesham and drinking tea.

9th April 2016: Bards of the Heath Martlesham Mind Body Spirit Fair: an enjoyable couple of sets 
and we are close to having a reasonable sound system!. Lesson: the ones you have played forever 
and think you know will bite you in the behind if unrehearsed! Des played a set on his 'mini hang' 
instrument, and Bill and Pete played a couple of songs. MAy be some worthwhile audio and video......

Martin Simpson &Martin Taylor Apex BSE: an enjoyable evening listening to two master guitarists 
collaborating, and playing individually. The first set came across as a bit 'knoodly', but the second was 
tighter. No fireworks and a rather desultory blues jam to end. I can understand the attraction of the 
joint venture, but there are fairly tight constraints on its effectiveness over a 
larger repertoire. Laid back and enjoyable but I have seen both players on more motivated and 
sharper form individually in the past.

10th April 2016: Mulberry Tree session: very enjoyable with a good mix between tunes and song 
and less desperate competition than usual. Bumped into Pete Young who may loan me an English 
concertina which I still have a hankering to have a proper go at learning to play. Graham amd Nikki 
are  thinking of reviving the Wednesday session with a once a month regularity so that there would be 
that and shipshape and if anyone else wants to take on the other weeks so be it.  

12th April 2016: U3A The Brook Inn Washbrook: a very enjoyable afternoon with a more 
transatlantic feel than usual. Session THree Horseshoes Fordham: Bill's favourite regular session 
which lived up to that assessment on this occasion being an excellent tune-around. A frustrating 
journey back involving misunderstanding the diversions on the A12 and a 30 mile detour through 
Weeley! Not good.

15th April 2016: Hadleigh Folk Club: French evening. An excellent and varied evening to open the 
French weekend. Richard &Maria opened with some original and some of their own tunes, Gwendal 



Moele and Paul Riley presented a set of chanson with a strong Piaf bias. Paul's guitar playing as an 
accompanist was a subtle blend of folkpick and jazz. Dave Shepherd and Anna Pack mixed English 
and French tunes with a distinctive style with a taster for workshops on Saturday. Duo Synkro fully 
justified their billing with fantastic chromatic accordion blending with hurdy gurdy and French 
bagpipes. The room was full and there was a lot of dancing wherever space allowed.

16th April 2016: Hadleigh French Weekend Workshops: Bill attended Anna Packs excellent 
workshop on right hand chord accompaniment on melodeon, and Sheila went to Dave Shepherd's 
fiddle workshop. Anna had not presented a workshop before but on this showing should deliver a lot 
more, useful work in how to play the instrument, (cf learning a tune by rote). Dave's fiddle workshop 
was said to be challenging. As oldies we can only cope with a couple of hours of concentrated learning
so we came home and gave the rest of the day a  miss but it promised excellent fare for those with 
stamina!

17thApril 2016: Chorus CupBlaxhall Ship. Packed like sardines in the pub and deadly serious as 
compared with the origins of the competition at Felixstowe Folk Weekend. We stayed about 30 
minutes before escaping the throng. Reminded me why I don't usually attend. Sheila being more 
social may go on her own next time.

18th April 2016: Bill saw a copy of the Bards CD in Woodbridge Oxfam shop, you know you have 
made it when your music is instantly disposable! His computer is playing up so now awaiting 
professional help on that.
East Suffolk Morris. Thornbank care home & The Woolpack. An enjoyable low key start to the 
season. Hamish Fraser who was a leading figure in the 50's Folk music and dance revival is resident 
at the home and was' joining in' from his chair. The Woolpack was a chilly continuation of the evening 
but honour was served.

20th April 2016: Shottisham Sorrel Horse: The Wayward Wednesday Session: intended as a four 
weekly tune session to fit in with othere WEdnesday sessions should they revive. An enjoyable 
evening with five of us swapping tunes and Brian Foster in full support and contributing a couple of 
songs.

22nd April 2016: Anglo Concertina Day with Roger Digby: an enjoyable day learning tunes and 
sharing techniques in a group of players of all experience. Some valuable insight into Irish style 
playing and some cracking tunes. Happy Sam evening with Peter and Barbara Snape: Bredfield 
Village Hall:again a select but significant part of Suffolk's folk community enjoyed a cracking evening 
with Peter and Barbara's Lancashire songs with a smattering of Gracie Fields. The interval session 
and singing were also outstanding, a magical evening, (and for Bill an inspiring masterclass in 
harmonic accompaniment and chord movement on an 8 bass melodeon). Thanks to Graham and 
Nicky for organising. Bill picked up a Paul Riley Cd from the charity stall jsut for a glimpse of his early 
material. (Most recently seen playing chanson to accompany Gwendal at the French evening ).

23rd April 2016: Happy Birthday Derek. Bards of the Heath Manningtree Shakespeare 



Celebration: the Bards played, the public recited Shakespeare, a bit chilly and chaotic but good fun.  
East Suffolk Morris Men:the Dove Ipswich:an excellent couple of stands of morris to celebrate St 
George's Day, an absolute pleasure to play for. Then home to bed!

24th April 2016: The Bards were doing some incidental music to another of the Manningtree 
Shakespeare events, but Bill opted out of that and instead went to the Mulberry Tree Session, which 
warmed up after a slow start and was very enjoyable. Not too manic and some good music played.

25th April 2016:East Suffolk Morris. Barham Sorrel Horse. A very chilly evening so a short spot. 
Bill then retired home for soup and toast.

26th April 2016: U3A Traditional Music Group: The Shannon Bucklesham: an enjoyable afternoon
in good company with some excellent songs and tunes in the mix. Bluegrass Session: The White 
Horse Tattingstone an excellent evening and a good workout for Bill on guitar and mandolin, warmed
the knuckle joints nicely! Eleven players with a mix of 4 guitars, 3 mandolins,1 fiddle,1 dobro, 4 banjos,
1 autoharp, and the inclusion of a couple of old time tunes in the mix.

27th April 2016: Happy Birthday Rowan. we had a rest from ging out to play music and instead 
watched the 2016 Radio 2 Folk Awards as they took place. An annual jamboree of the folk 'business' 
with lots of mutual backslapping and unexpected guests outing themselves as closet folkies to present
the awards. Always good to shout at the screen. Well done to the Rheingans Sisters, and Norma 
Waterson in particular.

28th April 2016: Steamboat Session: a bit rag tag & bobtail but more enjoyable than on recent 
occasions with some worthwhile contributions. Bill left when it descended into a singalong thrash 
around 10 o'clock. Hard sell of 'Folk at the boat' with Les Barker & the usual suspects. Not sure 
whether I can bear the 'support' to catch Les who can probably be found elsewhere during the 
summer.

29th April 2016: Everyman Folk Club: The Wilson Family:a brilliant evening with excellence from 
the floor and majesty from the guests who enjoyed being sung with. A great night.

30th April -2nd May 2016:  40th birthday for Will, Sheila's youngest so we spent an enjoyable 
weekend in Poole with the three generations of the  'Darling' tribe, including a challenging circular 
walk, (they have cliffs and hills in Dorset) and a very enjoyable family meal,

3rd May 2016: we cancelled the Old Time Session,  maybe still weary from the weekend and maybe 
it has lost its focus anyway, will we carry on, not up to me!

4th May 2016: Bards of the Heath practice for Saturday at Felixstowe, John suggested and Bill 
accepted that he do the afternoon only and the set list was adjusted to make sense of what could work
best on that basis. In the evening Bill & Sheila went to the Kirton 'moot' where Paddy Butcher 
delivered another of his low key/high quality presentations on Hurdy Gurdy and guitar with musical 
and personal history and background explanation. Very enjoyable.



5th May 2016: Orwell Bluegrass Festival. First day, lots of arrivals and glorious weather. We gave 
the evening session a miss. Gets very crowded and noisy.

6th May 2016: Orwell B F officially starts, very enjoyable. Sheila stayed the course and enjoyed the 
evening old time where she was stewarding. Bill went to Hadleigh Folk Club where Na Mara were very
good, and Paddy Butcher as last minute support was excellent, having had a warm up at Kirton on 
Wednesday.

7th May 2016: Orwell B F continues, meanwhile Bill had an afternoon 'gig' in Felixstowe with Bards 
of the Heath.
Bill returned to OBF to help steward the evening concert.

8th May 2016: Orwell BF : New Essex Bluegrass Band led the bluegrass gospel session while old 
time workshops and slow jam occupied the FAOTMAD tent. Good to see Jon & Katie and that Paddy 
Butcher was also enjoying the day. The final concert closed the festival at around 6 o'clock.We 
dropped in at the Mulberry Tree expecting the Folk session but the place was heaving and a band 
playing so we returned to the post festival session at Orwell which was loud and raucous, with more 
specialised and exclusive gatherings in the small rooms so we came home. (The Mulberry Tree Folk 
session was supposed to follow the band, whether it did...)

9th May 2016: All musicked out so elected to give East Creek Union a miss at Shottisham, sorry.

10th May 2016: Just heard that Bards of the Heath are no longer needed to play at the MBS at 
Chelmsford on 12th June. There is speculation that by playing for more than one MBS organiser the 
band has' lost favour' in some quarters.  This is always the difficulty of musicians informally playing 'as
asked' and without fee, it is unprofessional in any event, and the commitment (and the music) are 
seen as having little or no value.  U3A Folk Session: Tattingstone Wheatsheaf: a very enjoyable 
evening where Bill noticed the Captain Bob (Roberts) beermats and was prompted to sing 'Ball of 
Yarn', excellent contributions all round.



Three Horseshoes at Fordham session: still Bill's favourite session of the moment, there is aways a 
beermat covered with the titles of tunes to revisit at the end of the evening. A great melting pot of 
English, Celtic, Transatlantic and sheer musical enthusiasm. Don't ask for average or combined ages 
but the fire in the music warms oldish bones nicely thank you!

14th May 2016: to the Weird &Wonderful Wood at Haughley Park. Saw lots of friends both attending
and taking part musically. Tarby Davenport's lineup changes little year on year so a couple of folks we 
met thinking of applying for next year may be out of luck! The French evening at the library tonight has
only eleven advance subscribers, hopefully some may turn up at the door. Ipswich is not like 
Colchester where a similar event was full.

16th May 2016: East Suffolk Morris Shottisham-now Sorrel Horse. A good stand of dancing 
followed by an evening of music and song in the bar with contributions from the side and from'the 
floor'. Bill'nSheila stayed the distance. Back to the same pub on Wednesday for 'Wayward Session'.

17th May 2016: Bill'nSheila visited Oxburgh Hall in Norfolk, home of the Bedingfields for centuries. A 
good day out. Bill managed to climb into, and out of the priesthole.

18th May 2016: Bill'nSheila had a tune practice in the morning, Bill,John,Jo & Des had a Bards tune 
practice in the afternoon and in the evening Sheila played for Pretty Grim at the Parrot & 



Punchbowl, while Bill went to the Wayward Session at Shottisham Sorrel Horse, which was 
ecellent. Good to meet Michelle and Ian from Milton Keynes in Suffolk on holiday, usual suspects 
Graham and Nicky, Mike, John and Bill. Tony Rose came along but had left his guitar at home. 
Michelle plays excellent DADGAD guitar and sings, Ian is a mean bodhran player, so some solid back 
up from the tunes and some lovely singing.

20th May 2016: Henley Folk Night. We dropped into HFN for an hour or so having not attended for a 
while. Tom & Annie playing as we arrived. Very good, and Tom's guitar playing very impressive. Holly 
and Jonathan as Boathouse Keepers then followed, ( we hadn't known they were playing). Three new 
songs, sounding good and interesting but we couldn't hear the words, partly age related but also the 
knob twiddling on the mixer had 'mushed' the sound.  The evening then moved into familiar territory 
with performance hungry aspirational singers benefitting from the unfiltered selection process. We left 
at half time, but looking around those waiting to play, a safe decision. A few regular non musician 
attenders but generally players playing for each other. Annie disappeared immediately after playing, 
Alice almost forgot to arrive to play, and
the room was thinning significantly as we left. Good to catch up with friends, and that it the event is 
there, ( credit to Mike and Kay), but....

22nd May 2016 Mulberry Tree Session: moderate attendance but no less enjoyable with lots of 
enjoyable songs and tunes.

23rd May 2016: East Suffolk Morris Turks Head Hasketon. a pub which has been remodelled since
we were last here. A good stand of dancing, a full hour of the old favourites. Althoug made very 
welcome, not a place to hang around, rather 'up marque' for Bill, who then came home. A busy week 
of music beckons so advisable to pace the progress!

25th May 2016: Shipshape Session: Blaxhall Ship: very enjoyable, some fantastic songs sung, and
excellent tunes. Comfortably attended with room to breathe, but enough contributors to make for a 
good session.

26th May 2016: FolkEast Preview: Glemham Hall:an enjoyable promotional event to which we were 
indirectly invited via Essex Folk.  We checked and confirmed with FE and our names were on the list. 
Some enjoyable vignettes from performers due to play at FolkEast and an opportunity for the press to 
meet greet and interview organisers and artists. Needless to say lots of the usual suspects and other 
friends who had blagged invitations in various guises. It doesn't look as though Holly has made the 
Soapbox Stage this year. Choices for the evening ,Hand in Hand Trimley, good but always packed, 
Blaxhall Ship with Pretty Grim  (incl Sheila) and the Broadside Boys, (any standard), open mic,  
Steamboat Ipswich. Bill drove down to the Steamboat with instruments, but then thought better of the
idea and came home.

27th May 2016: Everyman Folk Club: Bill Whaley & Dave Fletcher. A great old style Folk evening. 
Excellent floor spots and a rousing singalong main guest spot. Bill  Whaley plays Anglo, English and 
duet concertinas and provides able accompaniment and comedic foil to Dave's laconic presentation. 
We stocked up on tickets to November and have been asked to play a floor spot in September.



28th May 2016: just read that Guy Clark has died, (one of) the best Texan songwriters and the 
craftsmanship in his songs is not shared by many (alive or dead).

29th May 2016: FolkEast on the Road at Geldeston Locks: Sheila playing for Pretty Grim, 
Fenstanton Morris also dancing. Dan Walsh performing, excellent, Georgia Shackleton Band 
played a good set with some fine mandolin playing. We caught the start of the Broadside Boys, a 
popular local band. Good to catch up with John Ward although we left before his band played. Lots of 
other folk friends around.

31st May 2016: sorry to hear of the death of Shirley Record, a stalwart of folk in essex and beyond 
for decades with husband Dave, and whom Bill met while helping run Felixstowe Folk weekend in the 
1980's. U3A MAritime Concert: Stratford  St Andrew with Capstan Full Strength, StrumEast 
Ukeleles and floor singers from the U3A traditional music group. An excellent afternoon, thank you to 
Rob for organising and to Joan for cakes. Tattingstone White Horse Bluegrass Session: took place 
in the smaller 'private' bar this time, with six of us this was manageable, two fiddles, two 
guitars,mandolin,dobro and two banjos in various combinations with a borderline mix of Bluegrass and
Old Time that sounded a pleasant mix. Interestingly the sound quality in the smaller bar was resonant 
and reflective which made a small circle sound impressive.

1st &2nd June. Bill posted his melnet contributions for tune and theme of the month which were fun 
to do, also Pretty Grim & Fenstanton videos from Sunday's outing and StrumEast from Tuesday. Now 
more than 900 videos on YT, all music and dance from 1980's to date, the lessons learned in 
production are apparent down the years, but a significant archive for those with the interest.

3rd June 2016: Dave Swarbrick died today. In his work with Fairport he contributed to the ignition of 
Bill's love of traditional music. Hadleigh Folk and Acoustic Club, three acts from the Eastern Folk 
Collective roster. Dragonfruit, Claire and Ian opened with an excellent set with mainly their own 
material and arrangements. No Strings Attached stole the evening with an acapella unaccompanied 
set of English and French song from the 14C to date. Rosewood closed the evening in their own 
inimitable and self descibed 'chaotic' style.

4th June 2016:Saffron Walden: Thaxted Morris Meeting: which despite illustrious history can no 
longer be a meeting of the Morris Ring, as TMM have voted to exclude female musicians from 
participation in the event. Nonetheless, usual format, I was in Saffron Walden as passenger with 
Sheila who had a meeting there, and caught the morris display. Chanctonbury Ring were excellent 
dancing Northwest Morris, Wath also very good, Men of Wight had a poorly amplified fiddle and from 
where I stood the musicians and men were out of time with each other for most of the time, their 
second dance was Fanny Frail including audience which went well and disguised any shortcomings. 
Silurian Morris, younger and very good at what they do, which is border morris but not in the 
artificially theatrical form that seems prevalent locally. Bill missed the French Market due to poor 
signage.

5th June 2016: East Suffolk Morris danced at the open farm dat at whitegates Farm Creeting St 



Mary. Glorious weather, a good turnout and a pleasant low key event. Mulberry Tree Session was 
also enjoyable, a group gathered around a table sharing tunes and songs. Less frenetic than it can 
occasionally become so space for the music to breathe.

6thJune 2016 East Suffolk Morris Ufford White Lion. An enjoyable stand of dance. Some men had 
a pre dance pizza.(expensive and mixed reviews). We left after the dancing, bar was a crush.

7th June 2016. Old Time Session..Sheila, Arnie, Jon and Bill enjoyed playing tunes known and new.

8th June 2016: Happy Sam: Bredfield Village Hall: Jeff Warner: entertained a select crowd drawing
on his extensive family knowledge of old time songs and tunes. excellent.

10 - 12th June St Neots Folk Festival: Sheila playing for Pretty Grim with Bill as passenger on this 
one. A low key event run by St Neots Folk Club involving a ceilidh & session, a concert and a day of 
dance. Friday we went to the (£2) session which was an around the room of folk club regulars who 
seemed happy that we join in. We passed by a 'proper' session at The Chequers on the way home, 
which seemed rather heavy duty. The day of dance was pleasantly shambolic with one venue not 
realising it was a venue and opening after the first two stands had passed by, no amplification in the 
Market Square showcase, and a pleasing informality pervading throughout. At one stage three sides 
called a massed 'Bonny Green Garters', then to discover that none of the musicians present knew the 
tune! Bill played knight errant 'standing in' with a  borrowed melodeon, (apparently at a chirpier speed 
than some of the dancers might have been used to). A thought which recurred throughout the day is 
that the same French tunes seem to crop up in use by a majority of the sides as accompaniment to 
dances described as English (or English style), (and the the drum is overused and often played badly).

We went to the concert on Saturday evening. Support was a local trio, The Worthys, personable and 
talented but their material was at times excruciating (at times to the point of embarrassment), and 
despite a local popularity not to our taste. Fortunately the main act Kerr Cutting & Simpson were 
excellent and played a flawless extended set. The hall was about half full, possibly due to expensive 
ticketing and despite national press recomendation. 

14th June 2016: U3A Shepherd & Dog Hollesley: a very enjoyable afternoon with lots of audience 
engagement. Alan Day dropped in and played a few tunes on the concertina. Bill had a chat with Rob 
Neal about his decision to depart from ShipShape. He has so many projects on the go that his time is 
at a premium, (Valiant Band, English String Band, Proper English and offshoots, singing and music 
groups). He has not missed a session with the U3A group since it started . Bill wishes he had that 
energy and commitment! Might have to start another  Band! Session Three Horseshoes Fordham 
another cracker with a beermat of tunes to explore, an excellent singer called Finbar was in the bar 
and sang two fantastic songs with a beautiful unadorned style.

15th June 2016:Bill picked up a tunebook and a songbook in a Emmaus charity shop in Colchester. 
Wayward Session Shottisham Sorrel Horse:very enjoyable. Simon and Val Haines joined us as 
did (Old Time) Arnie so a good mix with melodeons,recorders, fiddles, concertinas,a mandolin and 
guitar, bodhran and a couple of mandolas. A fine time was had by all.



18th June 2016: Blaxhall Midsummer Festival: We arrived early as Sheila had a workshop with 
Pretty Grim,  Bill went to Tim Laycock's excellent workshop on the tunes of Benjamin Rose. No one 
tunred up to the dance workshop which was also lacking a venue. We stayed for the afternoon 'soiree'
with Paternoster musicians, Decent Scrapers, Keith and Mary Jane Tyrrell, Harbour Lights, and 
Tim Laycock. An enjoyable afternoon, good to see Sue Cubbins playing out, (she is one of the 3 
Horseshoes sessioneers).  Bill had a long chat with Steve Dickinson, each putting the world to rights 
in their own way. Pretty Grim danced a set at lunchtime but had insufficient dancers to meet the late 
afternoon commitment. Most of the people present were Essex and London based with the significant 
local support notable in absence, not sure why. The Blaxhall Ship locals (corner) table was territorial 
and disruptive, (as usual), talking across performers and generally asserting their presence. (Their 
reputation is carried nationally by folk performers who have suffered at their hands).

19th June 2016: Mulberry Tree Session: two of us present at 8.30 which became viable about 9 with
about six musicians, four singers and an appreciative audience. A fair mix of song and tunes with less 
tension than on more crowded and competitive evenings. Janus and Frans had been to Blaxhall 
where Frans had won the jig competition.Relatively low attendance there reported. 

20th June 2016: East Suffolk Morris: Martlesham and Newbourne: Martlesham was enjoyable with
a mix of audience from the Douglas Bader and from the sheltered accommodation on the green, 
(including 100 years young Mary). Newbourne was coincident with England v Slovakia on the TV so 
we danced during half time and thereby had an audience.Just about avoided the rain which alternated 
in downpours with warm sun creating a mist rising from the fields.

22nd June 2016: Bards of the Heath practice in preparation for Martlesham MBS on Saturday, with 
feedback from Henley last Friday. A productive afternoon. No Pete on Saturday but an interesting 
couple of set lists with some new tune-sets and added tunes to songs. Blaxhall Ship: Harbour 
Lights Session, fairly lightly attended but no less enjoyable for that. Rob is starting a dance 
music/calling and participating group from September which should be interesting.

25th June 2016: Martlesham MBS with Bards of the Heath: a couple of enjoyable sets, particularly 
enjoyed listening to Josh Doughty on Kora, and Bard Des  played a solo set on his etsy (mini hang 
drum). Meanwhile the world has changed, literally, and probably not for the better. Hey ho.

27th June 2016: Colchester Folk and Acoustic Roots Club: Matt Cudby & Erin Brown: our first 
visit to the Colchester club. Matt & Erin have a long pedigree playing on professional stages and in 
terms of professionalism and presentation were excellent. Flashing disco lights and a full stage PA rig 
were a bit disconcerting for a venue the size of a front parlour. sheila enjoyed the evening, Bill had the 
usual gripes about playing the electronics rather than the instrument, (a lot of the set would not work 
without plugs and pa), and that folk has become simply a branch of the music industry which is 
corrupting rather than contributing to the tradition. Artists are ''product" oriented from the quietest 
kickstarter to Adele. (What set Bill off from the start was a glossy brochure from the' Acoustic East' 
cartel which epitomises these concerns in practice at a local level). Hey Ho, things to worry about as 
the age of Clockwork Orange is upon us !



The above post and comment regarding Acoustic East elicited a personal response from Simon 
Haines and on the basis that there are two (or more) sides to every coin here is the response and 
reply:.

"Hi Bill, Just to let you know that I started the Acoustic East Collective (not cartel) as a means of 
bringing to people's attention some of the folk musicians in our area who are excellent performers but 
who rarely get a look in at big folk events. It was a direct response to folk becoming just another 
branch of the elitist celebrity culture - which I think you also find unacceptable. What the "collective" 
provides is a web presence for people who don't otherwise have a presence on the web. If it's any 
consolation, it's had almost no effect. As far as I know, no-one listed has managed to get any extra 
gigs because of belonging. I won't producing the booklet again - it turned out to be a waste of money. 
Simon"
(from Bill) "Interested that you keep up with the diary. Scott (East Creek Union) was saying that from 
his point of view membership has been helpful, (Bob persuaded him to get involved). I think my feeling
has been that whatever the intention the end result was that the profiles included are people who do 
have a profile in the wider 'business' of folk (and Suffolk Folk), and that the presentation is in terms 
that membership is a badge of local excellence with the contrary being a corollary of that. I tilt at 
windmills . I know and generally enjoy the work of those who have chosen to be a part of the collective
(as my frequent presence attests). Hopefully no offence taken, just my impression expressed. Thank 
you for your feedback about how the collective came to be. Sorry to say we will not see you on Friday 
(Hadleigh FC) as Sheringham with Sheila's dance side trumps you this month. (Aside from all of which
I appreciate the energy that you and Val put into the music locally and that you support the social side 
of the music as well as the career options side of the story)."

I am pleased to discover another reader of this diary and to benefit form a clearer understanding of the
intentions of AEC. Perhaps the chasms I sometimes see  are distorted by my varifocals and are simply
ruts in the road.

28th June 2016: U3A The Dolphin Thorpeness:Sheila had a migraine so Bill was solo, and didn't 
stay very long. There was an excellent turnout of singers and musicians to the extent that there was 
overspill in the garden. A sunny day and a dark crowded pub. The alternative option to have a walk on 
the beach in the sunshine soon took precedence. (Bill rarely feels comfortable in pubs/crowds/massed
musical situations as his morris, bluegrass and session friends understand). The first tune apparently 
cleared the non U3A diners who had remained in the pub so that the 'group' then all fitted in. That tune
was also Bill's cue to move on!  
Bluegrass: The White Horse Tattingstone Half a dozen  players and a very enthusiastic pub cook 
as audience, both from the kitchen, and who then joined us to listen for a while. An enjoyable mix of 
songs and tunes from the country/old time/bluegrass spectrum. Two banjos, two guitars, autoharp, two
fiddles,mandolin in various combinations. We were back in the restaurant side of the pub this month 
and with bare walls and floor and an open bare fireplace the acoustics were quite strange. Pleased 
that Rex is out of hospital after a bout of pneumonia, and sorry to learn that Brian, (a regular audience 
supporter of the session) has died. The landlord asked fopr recommendations for beers which led to a 
discussion of Red Fox Brewery and the Three Horseshoes at Fordham as he used to work there 



and was interested in the recent history of the pub which has been bought by Roger Digby.

30th June 2016: Bards of the Heath John, Jo, des and Bill met to talk about the planned recording 
sessions in the barn at Blaxhall, to look at material and tidy up bits and bobs. we should get two or 
three more sessions in during the next few weeks to record basic tracks which can then be overlaid by
the rest of the band. Steamboat Session: Bill arrived about 8.30 to see a couple of the regular 
audience headed off home and only two people three people had turned up to sing/play and they were
about to head off disappointed. 

1st July 2016: Bill posted the tune of the month. Even melnet is losing momentum, the new theme is 
open ended on the basis of a projected limited response during the summer. 

1st - 3rd July 2016 Sheringham Potty Festival . Bill as passenger with Sheila and Pretty Grim.A 
short downpour on the Saturday during the Arena Show did not dampen spirits, and Dark Horse Morris
made a brilliant fist of dancing through it. There seemed to be a dearth of session space and as we 
gave up people were shivering on the front. Returning to camp there was an extremely enjoyable tune 
and song swap taking place in the school hall, something to remember for next time. A few videos will 
emerge in time. Again the molly sides excelled without all the razamataz of drums and sticks the best 
of them are a musical and mobile delight to watch. Best exponents of the razamataz being Witchmen 
and their acolytes Wytchwood Morris. Bumped into a number of friends from the local folk world and 
had a catch up. Heard Theme Vannetaise played far too often, sometimes consecutively by different 
sides. It seems to be the 'go to' tune of the moment. There are some cracking (non French) tunes out 
there, and many which were the standards that any Border or Molly  side could use. PigDyke have a 
canon of their own composed tunes, much of the dance is confected so sides could also be creative 
with their music.

4th July 2016: East Suffolk Morris Men: Rampant Horse Needham Market: six musicians, nine 
dancers plus a Hageneth man out in support. A reasonable stand if low key. Had further E-mail 
correspondence with Simon Haines about 'folk', not dissimilar to a converstaion with Steve 
Dickinson at Sheringham this weekend. Processing the video from the weekend and sorting wheat 
from chaff. The camera only has a screen so on a sunny day that becomes ineffective and the trick 
mis to point the lens in roughly teh right direction and try and catch the dark moving shapes at the 
edge of the frame. Looking back there is a continuing learning curve to reflected in the video collection
over a period of years. Inobtrusively capturing a moment in time without being so intrusive that the 
subject is thereby changed , or in circumstances where the subject acknowledges the filming process 
and incorporates that into the performance is in either instance a challenge. Building up the video 
#1000 sometime this year which will have to be special! 

5th July 2016: Old Time Kitchen Session: Trio of Sheila Jon & Bill strummed through some songs 
and tunes together, drank coffee and ate lemon drizzle cake.

7th July 2016: Bards of the Heath practice. Organising structures for the recording days at Blaxhall 
and transforming those energies which may work in a live environment into those which will reward 
repeated listening on a recording. (e.g.pace, structure, variety, clarity). Bill has received some positive 



feedback from the Sheringham videos. still a couple to come... Off to Ely tomorrow where more may 
emerge although last year was an almost video free zone. 
The Bill'nSheila entries in Mardles and EFN are cancelled for the future, as noted to EFA,  'still here 
and willing if asked, but steering clear of the 'market place'. Short version of long story.'

8th- 10th July 2016: Ely Folk Festival: no videos. A generally enjoyable weekend. Bill read two 
books, (The Disappeared by Anthony Quinn and Hard Boiled Wonderland and the End of the World by
Haruki Murakami), both of which he enjoyed. As to the folk, jottings and recollections from what we 
saw:-
Honey & the Bear, enjoyable local; duo, Tom Figgins, not to our taste, The Young'Uns excellent,  
Twisted Routes very good and carried on through a power cut to the audience delight, Chris & Kellie
While, excellent covers cabaret, which is the stated aim of the project. At the' meet' session it was 
interesting to discover the connection between Kelly Whiles,' Smooth Operations', Folk on Two and 
the Folk Awards, and possibly why commissioning funds (etc) revolve around the 'usual suspects'. 
Kelly is an outstanding guitarist and singer (solo Hoagy Carmichael was wonderful). Hilary Spencer &
Grant Baynham workshop: was excellent, we suspect Grant may be onr of the best guiatrists on site 
despite his low profile, looking around at the other performers most seem to have had Hilary type 
vocal mentoring at some time!. Martin Simpson: the workshop was a live run of his publication about 
open tunings and his standard tip to do something different every time you pick up your instrument. A 
genius player, but we have seen him three times recently in differents contexts and have been 
disappointed.  Wizz Jones, best of the weekend for Bill, (no surprise there), both in the 'meet' session 
and the denseley packed stage set. Brooke Williams followed Wizz on stage, and however good, 
came across as a 'one trick pony', so Bill left while Wizz was still replaying in his head. Granny's 
Attic, a young band, substituted a set for Rura who were stuck on the road, and blew the audience 
away with their skill, depth and enthusiasm. Best band of the weekend for Bill, (including the 
headliners).Ange Hardy & Kukas Drinkwater, multi award winning but  bland and robotic on this day,
an excellent song about the migrant children notwithstanding. Mawkin did not come across well at 
soundcheck, and played at a volume which drove into the undergrowth anyone with  respect for their 
continued hearing ability. Fantastic musicians but.... Rura are a capable band , primarily Scots, with 
the first bagpipes of the weekend. Other Roads were a mainstage embarrassment, three songs about
the tribulations of being a musician on the road when there is so much more interesting and relevant 
subject matter available. Dougie Maclean, enjoyable to watch a master mesmerist troubadour at 
work. Dougie was recovering from a flu like ailment so 'persuaded' the audience to do the lions share 
of the singing without him. It will be remembered as a great set. We caught  about half an hour of 
Altan, new CD = national tour, great to see Tim Edey in the company. We will see them again at 
Broadstairs which is Tim's hometown. Saw lots of friends, ate some good food, Bill's bargain book of 
the weekend, The Cape Breton Song Collection for £1. One aside: while it may be ok for artists to 
express their political views and allegiance from the stage, (and that has a historical legacy),  may it 
be appropriate for a presenter at a large 'committee organised' event to (repeatedly) exercise that 
privelige however sympathetic we may be to those views? (The Festival does not seem to be a 
registered charity, if it were that may be a problem). Thank you to the organisers, who apparently had 
the potential to pull the plug due to practical issues up to the day before opening. Ely FF succeeds in 
areas where FolkEast struggles, (and FE has compensatory qualities). Comparing apples and 
bananas I suppose, ('I like apples and bananas'), and tilting at windmills again. Slapped wrist. 



12th July 2016: U3A Glemham Crown: sardines again but a very enjoyable afternoon's song and 
music as the last session of the season. Fordham Session: very low attendance and all of the 
reasons were valid, Roger,Barry,Margarette and Bill. None the less, one of those magical evenings 
where less is more. Barry is an accordionist whose roots lie in the 1950's onward EFDSS style of folk 
music, of which Bill caught the tail end playing for Wolsey Folk, so quite a lot of common ground which
normally goes unexplored in the larger group. Roger was working behind the bar and joined us 
intermittently with concertina and on piano to great effect, and Margarette introduced tunes from her' 
list' which is wonderfully eclectic and reflects the range and variety of folk acivities which she enjoys. 
As ever Bill came home with a beermat covered with scribbled 'homework'. 

13th July 2016: Bards of the Heath practice: focussing mainly on Sundays outing to Heybridge , but
also tweaking some of the arrangements looking forward to recording the new material in the next 
couple of weeks. Grean tea and spoge cake.  Wayward Session Shottisham Sorrel Horse:seven up
and having negotiated a lengthy road diversion, an enjoyable evening. Roger was surprised when I 
mentioned at Fordham yesyerday that the repertoire at his session is completely different to that which
I meet in Suffolk, but such is the case. Val and Simon together with Nicky and Graham enjoy French 
music so that was a part of this eveningtgether with a mix of English, celtic and transatlantic tunes. We
made it to last orders without drawing breath . Very enjoyable.

Bill under the weather for a few days so missed Des & Ruth's debut at Henley Folk Night on 15th 

17th July 2016: Spirit of the Summer at Millbeach, Heybridge Basin: Bards of the Heath: Great 
to play a set at this event again, (thanks Mark & Lyz for the invitation), a bit rough and ready but some 
gems in amongst the chaff. A seven piece band onstage, a 45 minute set.  Off to the barn at Blaxhall 
on Wednesday and Thursday to see whether any of the new songs are sufficiently tidy to preserve. 
Mulberry Tree Session:slow to start as ever but very enjoyable when it warmed up. Good to see 
Bernie Holloway and catch up, that Glen (Relf) is back playing drums for ceilidh with Ducking & Diving 
as Kevin has stopped playing. 

18th July 2016: East Suffolk Morris Easton White Horse:another pub despoiled and transformed 
into upper crust eatery, nonetheless an enjoyable dance spot with a excellent turnout. The men went 
on to Kettleburgh Chequers but Bill called it a day, a step too far in time and space.

20th July 2016: Bards of the Heath: Recording at the barn in Blaxhall, day 1 of four split into two day
segments. Lovely location and environment, recorded base tracks for three songs before a farmer 
started mowing the field behind the barn , early bath and packed the cars just as the mowing stopped. 
Hey ho. We made a start

21st July 2016:Bards of the Heath:day two of recording and very productive. All still work in progress
with Pete and Rob to add their parts. Forthcoming 'gig' at Harmony Fest which was confirmed in 
writing( in February) as Sunday 24th at 3pm, now appears to have become Saturday 23rd at 1pm. 
Rather late notice to re-allocate an eight person band. If this is not a typo/error they may have to make
do with half a band and some 'on site' recruits. I seem to recall similar levels of confusion last year, 



lovely event but....watch this space.

23rd July 2016: East Anglian Story Telling Festival 2016: Pretty Grim Border Morris something of
a mystery that a significant number of dancers and musicians turned out in kit to discover that the 
'dance out' had been cancelled, (unclear as to by whom and with very limited last minute 
communication of the fact). Those who turned out danced at The Ship to excellent effect and were 
appreciated. Bill and Sheila moved onto the Village Hall where Bill's daughter Holly was presenting a 
session with Sue Squires . The organisers of the Storytelling Festival confirmed that they had been 
expecting the morris, and seemed bewildered at the cancellation. (Dancing could have taken place on 
the hardstanding or in the hall).  Holly and Sue Squires presentation was most enjoyable,  well 
received and professional, (if perhaps slightly longer than comfortable for a non specialist audience). 
Bill and Sheila dropped in on Priss Forrest on the way home and were delighted to find her in good 
spirits and (relatively) active after her recent operation. Well enough to be playing with Bernie 
Holloway in 'Ducking and Diving' next week. The Firestarters of Lieden are a step too far this 
evening, (sorry Simon & Val) but I am sure the French dance enthusiasts will be out in force. 

24th July 2016: Bards of the Heath at HarmonyFest: Mid Suffolk Showground Stonham Aspel: a
baking hot day, John Jo and Rob had played an informal set on the Saturday, full band turnout for 
Sunday and an enjoyable set which lasted for about 90 minutes. About 30 people in the hall but at the 
end people came in from outside and said how much they had enjoyed the music. We used the house 
pa, which was useful, John still insisted on his own  separate system (as well). A good warm up for 
Cratfield next week which is rather outside our comfort zone but should be interesting. Folk at the 
Froize: The East Pointers, w  Alden Patterson & Dashwood in support. An excellent evening, two 
bands and a vegan feast in the garden of the Froize Inn. Alden Patterson & Dashwood are from 
Norwich and apparently each play in different bands. Each are excellent instrumentalists on 
violin,dobro and guitar and play together with empathy creating an excellent sound, with which they 
present mainly self composed material in a style which runs between tramlines which are on the 
'khaki' scale. It was good to hear energy in a couple of' bluegrass' tunes at the end, (Big Scioty and a 
variant of Bill Cheatham I think), but even this was subdued. Enjoyable and an excellent warm up 
nonetheless. East Pointers hail from Prince Edward Island in Canada and have a solid musical and 
heritage base from which to create their music. (The website has more detail). Although the band has 
only been playing together for a couple of years, each member bring a wealth of musical experience. 
The music presented  mainly falls into a pan canadian/celtic style (if a label is needed) and had toes 
tapping all evening until reserve gave way to massed dancing during the last ten minutes or so of the 
set. Demon fiddle and tenor banjo witrh solid rhythm guitar, a stomp box and tambourine occasionally 
deployed, and a pedal which extracts bass from the guitar as a separate line. (These latter felt a bit 
ominous in soundcheck but were incorporated sparingly and in context). Some excellent songs, 
(including acapella), fantastic dance music and tales of life in the chilly north-east of Canada, (and on 
the road in Australia) informed the evening. Just as the whole thing was feeling a bit' over celtic', out 
popped a David Bowie song. The band already have a strong international following, loads of talent 
and 'uumph' fed by life experience and varied musical histories before and beyond the band. An 
excellent evening. The food was fantastic and more than sufficient, the sound quality superb. This was
our second Froize experience, (there have been ten in all). Not a folkie friend in sight, well supported 
from the community. (Sorry to miss Andrew and Emily at Colchester but this was the right place for us 



to be on this evening.

25th July 2016 Bill is currently enjoying reading Dave Arthur's(excellent) biography of Bert Lloyd, and 
in the light of recent correspondence this quote describing the development of the second folk revival 
may be apposite:
p171: 'Ultimately they lost control and the second revival became just another cul-de-sac off the main 
highway of popular commercial music,with its own 'star' system, its mindless hype, its sycophancy, its 
fanzines, and its subjection to market forces. Some people might not find the commercialisation of folk
music particularly objectionable: that's what you get for living in a capitalist society where accountants 
are the new high priests, and idealism is a luxoury few can afford. But.........' 

Sounds familiar in the context of recent conversations and earlier posts.  Simon Haines, writing in a 
different context and time, recognises a similar phenomenon: that ' the link between 
competence/ability and popularity/ fame was broken many years ago when the folk world became 
commercialised and attempted to join mainstream celebrity culture'. 

Bill always thinks twice about renewing his subscription to fRoots, which has become by its own 
admission an organ of the commercial distortion of the folk movement, and he questions the 'Smooth 
Operations' cult of the accessible. However, is the position any better than those days when MI5 was 
vetting BBC appointments and commissions  left wing 'bias' over a period of fifty years? Hey ho, for 
another time, but is feeding a personal withdrawal from the larger folk community and a preference for 
small social groups as an environment within which to enjoy sharing the music. (Pseuds corner 
signing off).

25th July 2016: East Suffolk Morris Men, Shepherd and Dog Forward Green:an enjoyable stand, 
as Bill arrived there was a shanty crew warming up behind the pub. This was the Felix Stowaways 
who presented about 40 minutes of shanties when the dancing had finished. I suspect they are not 
used to people joining in, as the prep behind the pub was about harmonies and counter melodies. 
Probably more barber shop than shanty in reality but even with massed participation came across 
well! Lookingh at the facebook and website they get about so are quite experienced. Bill left after the 
shanties. 

26th July 2016: discover that planned recording days in Blaxhall Barn are cancelled having been 
diarised for months and controlled other activity in what would have otherwise been a clear week. 
Having the days booked with four of us it may have been possible to find another quiet empty room 
somewhere. Hey Ho. Sorted out video from East Suffolk Morris and the Felix Stowaways Shanty crew 
from last evening. 
Bluegrass Session: White Horse Tattingstone half a dozen of us, two guitars, two banjos, two 
mandolins,autoharp & fiddle in various combinations. Sorry to hear that former landlord Andy died (a 
while ago it seems). Political and metaphysical conversations during a mixed evening of bluegrass 
and old time.

27th July 2016: we didn't make the 'Harbour Lights' session at Blaxhall. A pity as we were going to 
chat with Rob about which Tuesday the U3A sessions start up again, and the juggernaut that the 



'Folkus Come All Ye Dance Group' seems to becoming. A nice idea when mooted but is now 
something that were we not (provisionally) involved would not attract us. Bill wandered round 
Colchester and picked up a book of Hoagy Carmichael songs and a mixed 'variety' songbook to add to
the collection.

28th June 2016: the new Mardles popped through the letterbox. Sorry to hear about the death of 
Gordon Rudland, always a musical friend and interesting to read his story. Just realised the Folkus 
Dance Group will clash with Hadleigh Folk Club which we regularly support so that is the decision 
made on most occasions. We will probably go to the first one and then chip and chop. Good to see 
that Hadleigh have Claude Bourbon on the roster for this year. Bill will probably be the subject of 
curses for suggesting updates to session information which is redundant, (in a couple of cases for 
years). Sheila to Pretty Grim practice, well attended at the cusp of the bell curve as discounted 
EastFolk admission acts as a lure....Steamboat Session: a stalwart turnout by those who have kept 
the session going, (barely) over the years. Triangle, (Mim Sue and Sophie), Paul and Linda 
McCartney, Tom Crosthwaite, Adam Garland, Tim and Susie, spplemented by some Mulberry Tree 
regulars and the usual small but dedicated audience. Tom, Paul and Linda have played together for 
years in various contexts and all, together with Triangle, sell into the local acoustic music community. 
Is it therefore a session in the true sense, what is that? Nonetheless a good time was had by all and 
the chaotic lack of regulation that has always been a feature of the session prevailed as ever. Bill 
enjoyed playing a couple opf songs, and particularly that Adam and Tom  made arrangements of them 
which came across pretty well for first time through. The advantage of professionals at a session.... Bill
also enjoyed finding old songs in new keys on the mandolin as singers applied capo's to move songs 
into flat minor keys, (easy if you know how, but to the untrained self taught amatuer..thought was 
involved).

30th July 2016:Bill finished reading Dave Arthur's excellent biography of Bert Lloyd reflecting on the 
time as a fifteen year old when he wrote a short study of ballads working with 'Folk Song of England' 
and the 'Idiom of the People' as his main source material. Reflecting also having just watched the 
David Bowie prom in which John Cale featured, that at that same age he was introduced to 'Velvet 
Underground & Nico', and 'White Light White Heat'. The journey is ongoing but with those tramlines it 
is a broad track to travel. (pseud signing off). Bards of the Heath: Cratfield Poacher: first find your 
venue, a challenge in itself. Once there, a warm welcome, and the local audience seemed to enjoy 
what we played, two long sets and encore.  Pete brought his PA which was a boon and worked very 
well, we received compliments on the sound quality which is reflected in the rough recordings from the
night. Also excellent fish and chips, (per those who ate). Thank you to a very music supportive 
landlord.

31st July 2016: Mulberry Tree session: was always going to be quiet with Cambridge FF and 
Sidmouth clashing, but 8-10 participants and a supportive crowd around. Bill was 'required' to borrow 
a guitar, and played for Sheila to sing Salt of My Tears. Some fair shanty singing, which was expected 
given the attenders. Jed and Des practising new songs. An enjoyable evening.

1st August 2016: East Suffolk Morris: Stonham Magpie The season finished last week but this 
stand was an extra. In 198x East Suffolk Morris danced at the Odoorn Festival in Holland and met a 



Lithuanian dance group. This later led to visits to Lithuania on a number of occasions to dance at local
festivals. Asta was one of the dancers we met in Odoorn, who was then about 16 and intending to 
study law. She is now a professor of law at Vilnius University. Asta and her mum are visiting and 
staying with David Brewster (who ran Chameleonic Morris), hence the extra evening. The hosts at 
Stonham Magpie are also from Lithuania, (and make an excellent glass of black tea with no scum in 
this hard water area). It rained a bit but was about the best morris evening of the year from Bill's point 
of view, (he even stayed for the singsong and contributed a couple).

5th August 2016 - 12th August 2016: Broadstairs Folk Week an excellent festival of manageable 
proportions which we have visited for many years, always wondering whether to channge and usually 
returning. Programme notes from what we attended: Richard Rozze's Open Water: a trio 
supplemented by an excellent bass player, posh covers band, music teachers from Christchurch and 
the bassist coping magnificently with the scores. Winter Wilson: a hard selling capable duo, but 
musically so what. Apparently selling well. Chris Taylor Mandolin workshop was a list of tunes  on a 
'pick the ones you' know basis, less workshop, more mini mando session. False Lights, a rock band 
led by Jim Moray and Sam Carter played as the band and as elements, individually and duos. The 
band never transcended the sum of its parts while the smaller showcases were very good. Jim Moray 
felt the need to state that this was a 'serious project' as opposed to......., not sure whether this was a 
reflection or an observation about other bands. Jimmy Aldridge and Sid Goldsmith we enjoyed both
on the mainstage and at the sailing club. Good singers and players, responsive to the audience and 
not 'made in Newcastle'. They have a life outside. Marion Fleetwood led an excellent fiddle workshop
about improvisation. She plays with the Jigantics and has a classical background. Jigantics  are a 
thoughtful,tight and excellent band playing a range of covers extremely well and without pretension, 
very enjoyable. The Hut People have made a career out of superb accordion playing, fascinating 
percussion and a wry sense of humour. Nothing new but so what, good fun. Megson were slick and 
professional but overshadowed by the short set played by Jez Hellard and the Djukella Orchestra 
highly political and perhaps one of the most 'sincere' acts of the week. Na Mara presented an 
excellent workshop on asturian and French tunes, and played in concert with Steve Turner, (great set,
so so workshop), and Commonground, (great set and excellent harmony workshops). Talisk at the 
sailing club and on mainstage were excellent with Kieron Algar standing in on fiddle and the 
astonishing Mohsen Amini on anglo concertina. (Bill attended Mohsen's workshop which was excellent
but a lifetime's homework, particularly starting at age 63!) Dan Walsh no longer the young gun 
virtuoso is reliable, enjoyable, but predictable. Gilmore Roberts were slick, capable and uninteresting.
Sheila enjoyed Jamie Francis's banjo workshop. The Broadstairs Music Hall (late night), was 
enjoyable but pallid in comparisaon with previous years. Now an ensemble piece with highlights but 
largely predictable, not worth the tired eyes. Alex Cumming and Nicola Beazley put on a good show 
to promote their new CD. A duo working from each side of the Atlantic, not much had changed since 
last year but engaging and accessible. Sheila enjoyed Tom Kitching's fiddle workshop while Bill saw 
Vicky Swan and Johnny Dyer who seem to get stronger every year, known material in the main but 
well presented. the Young Uns were  predictably excellent and politically spot on. Tim Edey and 
Guests was the highlight of the week. Tim has a natural and unique approach to his music and never 
wants to stop playing. This hour was a joy. Penniless Cove are an excellent London band who worked 
with young people all week in songwriting and music sessions and presented some challenging and 
well crafted music of their own in concert. Bill thought Brechtian/Jazz, Sheila in mind of Amy 



Winehouse. It worked. Pagoda Project are Paul Hutchinson and Karen Wimhurst on accordion and 
clarinets who were appropriate concert partners to Penniless Cove playing some excellent jazz tinged 
instrumental music. Bill attended Karen's workshop, 'Benny Goodman meets Portsmouth', which was 
challenging and excellent. Also a different approach to Marion Fleetwood working in a jazz disciplined 
direction. Larkspur with Davey Slater caught us in family ceilidh mode. The James Brothers played 
a workmanlike and good humoured set of songs and tunes from Australia and New Zealand. Cathryn 
Craig and Brian Willoughby married two weeks ago, (after nineteen years together), and are settling
in Ireland where Brian has roots, (and is eligible for an EU passport post Brexit). Brian is a fine 
guitarist and Cathryn lends her transatlantic sensibility to the setlist. Very enjoyable. Freya Rae and 
Louis Bingham, nice people, good music but 'so what' in a wider context.Greg Russel and Ciaran 
Algar are always good fun. Kieron had nine mainstage appearances in all with various bands. Greg is 
also in Nancy Kerr's Sweet Visitor Band. We had always enjoyed Nancy's work solo, with Eliza 
Carthy and with James Fagan. This is the third time we have seen Nancy with the Sweet Visitor Band 
and the third time we have given up after four songs. Adjectives which the experience immediately 
brought to mind were 'pompous,patronising, loud,clunky and irrelevent'. We were not the only ones 
leaving mid way and regretting missing the Hosepipe Band with Martin Newell whose audience was 
depleted by the clash with Nancy's band. The Charles Dickens Theatre at the campsite hosted the 
most interesting music of the week and  the Sailing Club and Baptist Church concert venues were 
probably the most comfortable to attend. Home on Friday morning (day 8) with lots of homework for 
the coming year and some cautionary tales around folk as a business, (PRS, politics and audience 
manipulation seemed to be the order of the day from a number of performers). Hey ho, next stop 
FolkEast and the Bards at Maldon, with a couple of local sessions between. Thank you to Kim and 
Ewan for their hard work creating a varied programme.

14th August 2016:Mulberry Tree Session:an enjoyable way to spend an evening but at the same 
time not particularly challenging.

15th August 2016: Blaxhall Boys, The Ship Inn.We have been promising to see what this may be 
for a while , we needn't have bothered. A couple of people singing 1960's folk to the accompaniment of
sludgy melodeon, there were a few others present who might have joined in but obviously took the 
same view as us. We went for a walk around Thorpeness. Bill discovered some damage to the Fylde 
which was probably caused by cramming it into the campervan in a soft case, lesson learnt. one for 
Colin.

16th August 2016: printed off the programme for FolkEast this weekend. As an 'also with' Pretty Grim
at half price rates may be worth the effort but certainly not at full price. Lots of interesting bits and 
pieces spread through the weekend, (which looks to be wet), but the headliners are expensive usual 
suspects and the rest is of limited interest, but might be worth a look if you are there anyway, (Mary 
Humphreys' music workshops and Simon Newell with the Hosepipe Band) being exceptions to that, I 
hope to catch one, but am elsewhere on the Sunday). Having bodged a change of machine heads on 
the mandolin it was pleasing to fix a sticky reed on the concertina without significant mishap.

17th August 2016: Bards practice for Sunday and review of where recording has got to. We are going
to carry on recording in John's back room at the end of September, and Sunday's set at Maldon is 



largely from the existing CD with a couple of new songs. 

18th August 2016: have posted side 1 of Mantas Kansonas Lithuanian tape which I was given in 
1997 and finally moved into modern sharing technology. The tape is long gone but the music is 
wonderful. Des Hart cleaned up the original digitised copy. Even after a second (and third ) look th 
FolkEast lineup is looking pretty drab, neither feast nor fowl, (real folk of itself won't attract the 
crowds), heavy reliance on selling the 'event' which with a blustery weekend forecast may make for a 
bleak field of play. Bill spent some of the day yesterday and today watching 'Behind the Guitar' videos 
cast from YouTube with Roger McGuinn, Chris Hillman, Stefan Grossman etc , excellent. 

19th August 2016: FolkEast Day 1 the festival is apparently sold out. The day started with a 'massed'
morris procession with Pretty Grim as the only participants. The other groups all gave excuses or 
misread their instructions when asked informally about their absence. Pretty Grim processed and 
'marched in' the new banner which Sheila has been making for a matter of months. The day seemed 
fairly sparsely attended until the afternoon when the rain drove people to congregate in tents. As 
anticipated, Mary Humphries workshop was excellent, working from the Feltwell ms with some 
different tunes from last year.Ross Couper and Tom Oakes, (fiddle and guitar), were young, driven and
excellent musicians, then followed and overshadowed by John Dipper and Dave Melkin, (fiddle and 
guitar), more reflective although had irritatingly felt the need to 'rewrite' existing tunes/songs, (PRS 
again?). Peter Knight and John Spiers were no more than the sum of their parts, an experiment, hey 
ho.The most enjoyable music of the day was an informal gathering outside the musical instrument 
stalls with Anna Pack and friends playing some stunning tunes. Sheila enjoyed John Dipper's 
workshop, (fiddle), Howard Burton, (banjo) didn't show. A pleasant place to be full of people we know 
and, the story has sold so, a 'success'.

20th August FolkEast Day 2 apparently not sold out, just a website glitch that told you that. If you 
persisted in which case you might have got a ticket. Lots on sale on the day. Caught up with Jim Parr 
who used to play with John in Trunkles. Generally the world is a better place for having been put to 
right at least a dozen times during the day in conversation. Made a point of catching Proper English in 
concert, (knowing Rob and Derek). They made a pretty good fist of a stage show, (a soundman's 
nightmare in terms of instrumentation). Sometimes came across as a bit muddled with a melody 
based approach from all instruments drifting out of unison at times. A young'uns concert turned out to 
be a recording for podcast, Bill eventually wondered why he remained, and left. For the rest drifted 
around chatting with friends and family, caught a bit of Rob Harbron and Emma Reid, excellent. 
watched some morris, had tea and came home. Lots of video to edit and distribute although the wind 
closed the main, (rock) stage at one point so  most will be unusable for wind howl. (Most are ok). Off 
to Maldon with the Bards tomorrow.

21st August 2016: Bards of the Heath: Langford Power Museum: Barleycorn Fair: an enjoyable 
break from FolkEast. An hour playing on the wobbly stage, wandering around an interesting museum 
and enjoying a group of excellent folk musicians playing by the tea-room. Community Folk.  Not the 
best set of the year by the Bards but enjoyable to have a managed PA (thanks Mark), and an hour to 
stretch two videos posted, one by Bill and one by Mark Barnard, see FB bards of the Heath.  Looking 
at the FolkEast programmecin retrospect there are a couple of acts Bill would have liked to have seen,



although they would have been intolerably full, and simply 'being' on the site becomes hard work after 
a while. Sheila returning today after last morris spot at 6.30, she was exhausted yesterday so.....

24th -27th August Bill'nSheila travelled to York in the Camper Van, one full day in York and visited 
the local folk club where the Rheingans Sisters were playing, excellent, so good we bought a CD. 
Then a day in Whitby, the last day of the Folk Festival, which seems to make little impact on the daily
activities of the town but can be found in hidden pockets. Bill ogled instruments at the franchise stalls, 
and we enjoyed the American session with the Longhill Ramblers, as well as a boat trip and some 
excellent fish and chips. Bill read Shadows on the Hudson by Isaac BAshevis Singer, written in Yiddish
in the 50's, set around 1947 and published in translation posthumously in the 1990's, a wonderful 
novel on many levels, accurately prophetic about how Zionist Jewry would develop as a state.

28th August 2016: options were TEYR at The Froize, Mulberry Tree Session or East Creek Union 
at the Duke of York. We went to the session, TEYR would have been good but we have been to a lot 
of 'presented' folk recently, we hadn't realised ECU were playing or that may have trumped the 
session, but hey ho.The repertoire changes little, they are mates and won't mind. Perhaps just as 
well,  Shadows in the Shade (Des & Jed) , Bill and Sheila  and three others so a) we led more than 
usual and b) got to sing some songs when the noise level decreased a bit towards the end of the 
evening. Very enjoyable, but as a town centre pub on a bank holiday weekend frequently 
accompanied by police sirens passing. Picked up the new issue of Grapevine.

29th August 2016:Rendham Mummers were in the diary but we didn't get there! Quotes of the day: 
Paul James, (Blowzabella) in Living Tradition: 'you have to set goals and then work out ways of 
achieving them or you drift. Complacency is the enemy of creativity.'  Joe Moran: (The i newspaper) 
'The human brain is the most complex object in the known universe, the journey from one brain to 
another is the most dificult we will ever make, and every attempt at conversation is a gamble, with no 
guarantee we will be understood. Given these realities, isn't a little shyness forgivable?' Enjoyed the 
Edinburgh Tattoo on TV, about 100 tunes in one hour quite apart from the rest, last year learnt 'The 
Black Bear', this year looking at '79th's Farewell to Gibralter' , both earworms. Uploaded Blarney 
Pilgrim on one row as 'tune just learnt', not brilliant but that is not the point.

30th August 2016: Tattingstone White Horse Bluegrass: we arrived at 8pm to be told the pub was 
shutting at 9pm (staff difficulties) and Ian Tofte had been and gone already. In the event we played 
until 10pm with a receptive crowd in the bar and had a very enjoyable time. The folk (buskers) session
is apparently continuing every first Sunday of the month so we may make it sometime. It was good to 
bump into and catch up[ with Shelley John who I had not seen since retiring. 

31st August 2016: East Suffolk Morris Four Horseshoes Thornham Magna: as a post prandial 
cabaret spot for a group of international attaches who are staying at Madingly for a few days. A good 
turnout and we danced for an hour. The pub was within about half a mile of Louise's house , (Bills 
friend and former colleague) so he popped in for a cup of tea and a chat.  Bill finished reading 'Cream' 
by Dave Thompson, nostalgic for the British blues boom of the sixties which ran alongside his 
introduction to folk music, with the likes of Peter Croft's Blus Band and half a dozen other local groups 
which played at youth club hops on a regular basis, and the clutch of John Mayall records which 



prompted broader exploration of the genre. Bill would still like to find an acoustic country blues outfit 
which would have him on board. Most locally are already fully subscribed with the usual suspects.

1st September 2016: Sheila to Pretty Grim practice.

2nd September 2016: Folkus Dance: Woodbridge: We did tog up and arrived at Melton about 7.35 
with instruments the dance was already in full swing and well supported with cars circling to find street 
parking. We exercised discretion, glad the event was well supported. Opportunity cost was Hadleigh 
Folk Club which we usually support, but we have seen Sound Tradition a number of times recently so
not a winning atraction for us at this time.

3rd September 2016: Happy Birthday Sheila. East Anglian Traditional Music Day Bill on the 
Edgar's Farmhouse team.  Four acts, The English Dulcimer Duo, Sue Harris and Lisa Warburton, 
two hammered dulcimers playing (largely) standard repertoire songs and tunes from all around 
England. Early in the project but good arrangements. Roisin White was excellent, an Ulster traditional
singer and racontuer of the first rank with a huge repertoire and a dedicated following, a joy to listen 
to.Peta Webb and Ken Hall gave a potted history of their journeys in folk with illustrative songs, 
interesting and well presented. Nancy Kerr, on a rare solo appearance, infinitely better than when with
the 'band', see previous posts, but nonetheless a professional musician from a young age presenting 
a range of skills and some enjoyable songs and tunes with a marketing message at the end of the 
show. Ironically the weakest of the singers presented this day, (perhaps because the use of 
microphones and pa has affected the style and strength of presentation). enjoyable and a very skilled 
DADGAD accompanist on guitar. The rain held off until the end of the day and we had Chinese for tea 
and switched the TV off when 'Strictly' came on. Bill had a look at concertinas on Mike Acott's stall, 
and debated bargains on the 'bring and buy'. 

4th September 2016: Holly Johnston EP launch at the Bicycle Cafe Ipswich:  an interesting venue, 
effectively a large comfortable room with sofas and easy chairs. Holly played two 45 minute sets 
accompanied by Sarah Wilcox on piano and flute. The quality of material and performance easily as 
good as some of the doyens of the music world who I have watched over the last month or so, 
(regardless my status as proud dad). Doubtless there are hundreds of other excellent musicians/artists
ploughing an unrecognised local furrow with a small appreciative audience. Bill posted Melodeon.net
Tune of the Month, Faraway waltz, (and was asked to post a supplementary 'one row' video, which 
he did). Had 'curate's egg' feedback from Ed Caines who has looked at the video disc of Proper 
English from FolkEast. A nice e-mail from Mick Reeve to pass on that Barry Cook enjoys playing 
music with me at Roger's Fordham session, which (aside from being a worthwhile compliment) is 
mutually felt. 

6th September 2016: RIP Richard Neville, the hearings surrounding Oz Kids edition wasas 
significant in its day as the Lady Chatterly decision. My teenage world was on trial, looking around 
today it is clear that we won the argument and lost the case, (anyone for Brexit?). Bill spoke with JG 
about the Bards tomorrow, hopefully the 'drummers' will leave their instruments at home. The last time 
we played Kirton four supplementary Djembe players decided to join in! Bill came home in a temper 
with a serious headache and the recording show that the music was mashed. He was going to stay 



away but that may not be fair on other longsuffering band members!

7th September 2016: two deaths , David Cocks who was married to Stephanie with whom Bill 
worked with for 30 years plus, and Ivan Woollard with whom he danced in Wolsey Folk back in the 
1980's and was also a member of East Suffolk Morris before that. Fingers crossed. Bards of the 
Heath: Kirton White Horse, no extraneous Djembe players, one guitarist in search of a 'jam', (not 
sure where the misinformation is coming from). A couple of sets with poetry from Jo. Relaxed and just 
about there, some woolly endings and amended arrangements, but that is local live music. Bill came 
home feeling quite positive about the whole thing. Sheila had intended to attend the 'Wayward 
Session' at Shottisham but didn't make it in the end.

9th September 2016: sorry to miss Tourdion at Happy Sam, Bredfield, events but pleased to hear 
that French style dancers turned out in force and rather overwhelmed expectations of what is normal 
for the event and that a great time was had by all.

11th September 2016: Half Moon Folk Day, Walton, Felixstowe. Bill tagged along to the morris 
section of the day with Sheila and Pretty Grim. Only two 'morris' sides, Grim and Westrefelda, Grim 
does not lay claim to being traditional, Westrefelda does make that claim but fails to deliver in the way 
that a number of modern mixed sides succeed. Specifics may cause offence, the fact that people are 
motivated and choose to turn out and demonstrate their interest may be sufficient self justification but 
it will not make the crops grow or engage an otherwise disinterested observer. We left as the 'stage' 
was getting under way, but, shantymen aside, the programme and sound check offered scant reason 
to remain. This is the third beer festival and the second 'Folk Day'. The landlord is a melodeon playing 
enthusiast so hope for the future but..... Mulberry Tree Folk Session:was better attended than of late,
some excellent playing and singing in amongst the familiar bash. An enjoyable evening on both a 
musical and social level which attracts an interested and appreciative audience, never flawless but 
generally engages in ways that other sessions do not.

12th September 2016: the Brads of the Heath FB page received unsolicited message: 
'Hello - I just wanted to thank you for the awesome music I've been listening to over the past week. 
Would be nice to be able to get to one of your gigs but I'm nearer Cambridge than Ipswich, though it's 
not so far I suppose. There's an incredible exhibition running here til 9th October - Ai Wei Wei's Cubes 
and Trees - your music resonates through my head as I walk around the visionary monuments. 
Thanks again, Mark'

which put together with Sheila Haskins feedback from the Kirton evening:- 
'Just wanted to let you know how much we enjoyed Wednesday night at the White Horse. Superb 
music, so many talented musicians; the energies were sky high! I felt uplifted just by being there , the 
music itself was healing and uplifting. I am sure others felt it too. We experienced something that 
money can't buy. Please pass our good wishes on to the  Bards.
Thank you for the music'

means we are close to getting it right.



Shottisham Sorrel Horse: Roots Blues with Homebrew: looked interesting so we popped over for a
look. Chris and Caroline opened the evening, Ross Burkitt and daughter Liza followed with a four 
song set which was entrancing. Homebrew are apparently well known on the 'Ipswich' scene, (per 
Pete Young), and Nolan Wiltz is an excellent blues front man, (with the advantage that being from 
New Orleans he doesn't beg the question 'can blue men sing the whites'). Other members of the band 
are 
Mark Stuart and Mark Robinson. It is clear that the trio have played together for a long time and 
soon had a relaxed connection with the audience and each other. We enjoyed the first set which was 
gentle and undemanding and finished around 10pm when a break, floorsingers and a further hour long
second set presented a dilemma. We put some money in the hat and came home. It was enjoyable to 
revisit the blues, (which for a while was one of our main musical interests). What we saw was pleasant
but another hour in similar vein may have affected that view. It would have been good to see the band 
move out of second gear, maybe that happened later. In any event our feelings at the venue were 
affected by the tension between porculent diners who ate and chatted well into the music evening, 
(seemingly taking up as much space as they could), and people who had attended on the promise of 
entertainment, who were crammed round the edges and in doorways. Some extra chairs appeared 
and we did get to sit, but that adverse experience does affect our enthusiasm for the venue when 
deciding whether to set out in the future. (The Broadside Boys will generate a large attendance on 
past experience, as will Syzewell Gap, so perhaps better left to those with greater tolerance. Or 
maybe time to seek new premises for the venture,.....whoops).

13th September 2016: Bill attended Ivan Woollard's funeral. Ivan was a good friend in the 80's and a
dancer with Wolsey Folk which was the group with which Bill learnt the ropes of playing for folk dance 
in a range of styles. Ivan had also danced with East Suffolk Morris, and latterly had taken to ballroom 
and sequence dancing.  the 400th edition of Froots magazine hit the inbox and Ian Anderson's 
editorial joins in the debate about professional/social folk, 

" I can hear stick-in-the-muds muttering about how the essence of folk is that it’s amateur, viewing 
professionalism as a Bad Thing. But there’s room for everything and each variety stands to appeal to 
somebody. Whether it’s a part-time singer doing a folk club floor spot or Eliza Carthy & The Wayward 
Band going full tilt on a big festival – indeed whether it’s a big, supremely professional festival like 
Shrewsbury or a determinedly local, small-scale one like Priddy, each as valuable in their own right – 
the important thing is that there’s a choice of entry points, and something inspirational to aim for." 
A man who produces a trade magazine promoting the professional aspect of folk music must 
diplomatically sit on the fence or lose readership. 

In the same magazine Michael Chapman is asked 'What was the worst live gig you ever saw?' to 
which he replied "I do not hang around at crap gigs and try to avoid going in the first place". Sounds a 
good (familiar) practice!

Session: The Three Horseshoes: Fordham:always a delight to be in company with people who love 
'the music' and the friendships it engenders. Another beermat of homework and some excellent 
playing during the evening. We were joined by some musical refugees from the (closing and beerless) 
pub up the road who are a singing group. Towards the end of the evening we took turn and turn again 



entertaining and joining in with each other. 

15th September 2016: collected Bill's beautifully repaired but otherwise tatty Fylde guitar from Colin 
(Fulton), having a great chat and update in the process. (Guitar crunched in soft case in camper van). 
Bill finished reading the latest Peter James (Det Roy Grace) novel, tidies up about three longstanding 
story lines leaving a couple still hanging. Sheila to Pretty Grim practise, Bill posted Melodeon.net 
Theme of the Month entry. Australia seems to boast a lot of Waltzes!.

16th September 2016: Congratulations to Faith and Sam on your freshly minted and official 
daughter/father relationship. A wonderful outcome. Keith and Mary Jane hosted a social and musical 
evening, ten of us in all revisiting historical connections and anecdotes, putting the world to rights and 
playing music. Unenigmatically enjoyable, (it turns out that Keith reads this page and has noticed that 
enigma occasionally employed as a diplomatic device). Stocked up on tickets for the remainder of the 
Everyman season. It was good to see Chloe whose time at Leicester Uni overlapped with Bill's and 
with whom paths cross once in a decade. Sheila was recalling her 50th birthday party at which Keith 
played as a member of The Lucys, and which Bill missed as he was playing for a dance elsewhere! 
(This was pre Bill'nSheila). Keith and Mike used to play in Bells Reaper, also a barn dance band, 
(nudge, if the remaining cassettes are being binned please save one for Bill, I missed the band at the 
time but remember the high esteem in which it was held). the music was fun as well. Interesting that 
Keith's Lowden is identical to the one Ross played at Shottisham on Monday. (Bill forgets names and 
faces but usually remembers their instruments)

17th September 2016: Bill dipped out of a family outing to Pizza Express (Llods Avenue Ipswich), 
before ordering. Just an intolerable place to be, they should pay the customer to enter and provide 
free food as an incentive to stay!

18th September 2016: Sheila to Green Dragon Day of Dance at Bury St Edmunds with Pretty Grim.
Bill decided to stay away, six hours even with dipping into shops and mooching wouldn't work for him. 
Report back by Sheila an excellent event but exhausting. Perhaps Bill's feeling for peace and quiet 
derives from having just finished Karen Armstrong's excellent and accessible 'biography' of Buddha.

19th September 2016:Bill swam on the early shift today 7-8.30, (regularly lapped by impatient female 
office workers), as he later attended David Cocks' memorial service. Bill worked with David's widow, 
Stephanie,  for about 25 years. The service was well attended and a fitting tribute, sadly no 
representation from any other of Stephanie's former colleagues. Claire Hullock was there, (a solicitor 
friend of Steph's). Bill came away immediately after the service only to become trapped in the 
gridlocked wasteland of Ipswich town centre. East Suffolk Morris Men: Battisford Punchbowl: an 
excellent pub where we usually dance the last stand of the year. David Tydeman with Bill and Martin 
on music. A solid,(if occasionally undistinguished) stand from an excellent turnout of dancers. 
Confirmed that the Squire in waiting is Kevin Blatch with Clive Cook as his bagman. Kevin is looking 
forward to the challenge and they will make a great team. Bill usually sees Stephen Coleman at this 
stop, as his parents live directly opposite, but not this time, maybe the first day of term in his new role 
as a University lecturer took its toll. Adam Garland is still busy although his role as Squire of the Ring 
has ended, and is off to the Morris Federation AGM at the weekend. The kerfuffle about black faced 



morris seems to be limited to 'full face black pancake makeup' , as it is reminiscent of the style of 
minstrel shows. There is apparently no exception taken to part face black, cork blacking, or black 
mask. It is hoped that an agreed position will emerge in die course.

20th September 2016:Fish and Chip lunch at the Ferry Cafe and a walk along Felixstowe beach, just 
missed the rain. Bluegrass Session: 3 Compasses Little Bentley:Bill hasn't been to this session for 
a long time, good to see that it is well attended, a dozen plus players including friends from the 
Tattingstone sessions and new faces more local to this session. A good workout, Bill embarrassed to 
find that in the moment he had forgotten how to play Glendale Train which used to be fluent. This 
seems to be the 'players' session now with Tattingstone something of a poor relation in' bluegrass' 
terms although the local session remains an excellent social 'pick' and sometimes draws material from
a broader base. 
Notable at this, the Mulberry Tree,and Steamboat sessions and U3a are the ubiquitous fat 'folders' of 
words and chords, or IPad/tablets on stands, a good or bad thing? Rob recently referred U3A 
members to guidelines indicating that singers/players should have learned the song or tune to be 
presented. Sessions are forgiving of forgetfulness and reading the words/chords detracts from the 
commitment and quality of the performance. Having said this, the Bards of the Heath also suffer from 
'folderitis', for a number of reasons, and it does adversely affect  the quality of presentation. One 
counter argument is the by reference to 'rolling prompt' used by rock musicians. Hey Ho, not worth 
losing sleep over but a personal irritant where dpendance promotes poor performance, as opposed to 
simply being an ocasional aide memoire.
Holly (Bill's daughter) was playing guitar with Sue Squires at Bards Aloud storytelling evening on this 
evening and received great feedback from those who went.

22nd September 2016: Sheila spent the afternoon with the U3A ladies swapping ideas for the 2016 
pano at the Christmas party then to Pretty Grim practice in the evening.
Steamboat Session:  a week early due to a clash of events at the pub next week. Good fun, about a 
dozen of us at the start who in the main have played together or met in a musical context so some 
enjoyable 'joining in', and by the end down to about half of that swapping songs and tunes. Laid back 
and unpressured so (for Bill) enjoyable. The first time in ages that the room has felt like a creative 
space.

24th September 2016: Bards of the Heath : Felixstowe Mind Body Spirit Fayre: These events are 
the bread and butter of the Bards bookings. We played a couple of 45 minute sets to an appreciative 
audience, minus Pete on this occasion but supplemented by Dave on bongos, thanks Dave. Next stop
recording on Wednesday and Thursday with Des's mobile unit at John's.

25th September 2016: Happy Birthday Ashley. 
Mulberry Tree Session: very enjoyable evening, enhanced by Cello Flute whiste and Guitar from a 
couple who have attended before, (scouting?), and contributed greatly to the tune side, as well as 
managing to get a song heard in the hubbub. Bill revisited some of his Playford tunes to which 
harmony was added, and whether known or learned on the hoof no tune was left untouched. Excellent
fun. Too much music to introduce ourselves formally, and Bill left at last orders.



27th September 2016: U3A Black Tiles Martlesham: an excellent turnout which filled the allocated 
room, (which doubled as a corridor between the kitchen and front bar so staff trafficked food through 
the throng). An enjoyable way to spend the afternoon. (Bill'nSheila contributions were 'Searching for 
Lambs', Canal en Octobre' and Heart Like a Wheel', warm up for Everyman on Friday). Tattingstone 
White Horse: Bluegrass: eight up with two guitars, two mandolins,two banjos,three fiddles,a bass 
and an autoharp in various combinations. New landlords seemed happy that we continue to play 
regularly and some excellent music was enjoyed by all present. Applause even.

28th September 2016: Bards of the Heath: recording session at John G's. About five hours to set up 
and record about twenty usable minutes of music, which is a better than average ratio depending on 
your definition of usable. Some interesting moments and unexpected arrangements. Back tomorrow 
for bits and bobs. Des works the hardest engineering,producing and mixing the 'product', but Bill was 
fairly tired when he arrived home, and gave the Blaxhall session a miss. Fortunately Sheila had 
mended the TV!.

29th September 2016: Second day of recording. Rob Lummis came over to John's with his drums, 
and John G recorded a brand new song, (hitherto unheard by the rest of us). Bill came on later after 
swimming. Des Hart was very patient and serious injury to the players was avoided, (bar the 
occasionally bitten tongue). Sheila went to the funeral of one of her aunts in Sussex, renewing 
acquaintance with cousins aplenty. Bill's next challenge is to work up a version of Nadiejda by 
Stephane Delicq which is headed to win this month's Melodeon Tune of the Month. A real challenge, 
progress so far transcribing the tune from the video and trying to follow some fairly complex fingering 
which then presents a tune which sounds deceptively simple. Most of the 'voters' don't submit a tune, 
they just seem to like to see those who do enjoy the process stretched to the limit. Not quite the point 
Bill sometimes thinks!

30th September 2016: Everyman Folk Club: Hilary Spencer and Grant Baynham:an excellent 
evening, four floor spots in each half, (including us), and a stonking couple of sets from Hilary and 
Grant. we had been to Hilary's vocal/performance workshop at Ely FF but missed tehir set, for which 
this evening more than compensated. Grant is a  guitarist able to deliver accompaniment which is 
beyond the reach of most professional folk club performers, (maybe a classical & jazz background 
helps), and Hilary exercises her vocal talent without consideration for boundaries, and together 
Quicksilver (by which name they are known) is greater than it consitiuent parts. A late night but worth 
it. It is unfortunate that Hadleigh FC moved from its usual  date and coincided with Everyman on this 
occasion. Folk in Suffolk seems to have some listing issues at the moment with new ventures jostling 
for space with established events, perhaps things will settle but the target local population is sparce 
and spread about, and generally may not want to travel far or support a crowded calender of back to 
back events. I know we value our 'evenings in', much as we like to support those who promote the 
music in our area as much as possible.

1st October 2016: Bill posted Tune of the Month, Nadiejda in a form which seems to correspond with 
the dots later posted on the melnet site. A great knoodle tune and not really intended to be analised by
the hero members if Stephane Delicq's own interpretation is anything to go by. More 'jazz' than trad.  
He also had a good fingerstyle workout inspired by Grant Baynham's style, re-visiting some old friends



in the repertoire. Also ordered some Fred Kelly 'freedom' fingerpicks as recommended by Grant to 
see if they might be usable either generally, or as flakey nails disintegrate (which they do on a regular 
basis). Failed to mend the VHS recorder, so that is in the bin and on the lookout for a replacement 
bargain. We spent the evening in watching 'Seven Years in Tibet' and 'Rebus'. Bill finished reading 
'The Blue Demon' by David Hewson, (excellent) and started the new Scarpetta, (the series becomes 
wackier, totally beyond credibility but always interesting to see where Patricia Cornwell takes 
'SuperKay'). A lengthy entry describing very little!

Just a (rare) note to readers that videos are posted on YouTube under 'folkbluesnbeyond' identity, and 
to FaceBook friends under folkbluesnbeyond / Bill Johnston. Bill doesn't 'friend out' but is happy to add
people he knows, the only posts are musical video and photo posts (with very rare exceptions). He 
also runs the 'Bards of the Heath FB page whcih currently has 83 likes, again, not actively promoted 
but welcomes fresh followers. Advert over, just conscious that there may be diary readers who are 
interested.

2nd October 2016:East Suffolk Morris Men: Bucklesham Plough Day an enjoyable afternoon with 
a fair turnout, four musicians and about a dozen men. the sun shone and the cake was sweet. 'Bristol
Fashion' (The 'Shipshape spin off) were finishing their couple of hours playing East Anglian etc music 
as we started. Always a fitting end to the dance season, with FEast and AGM tomorrow and a new 
Squire and bagman for the next two years. Beverley Smith & John Grimm House Concert Clacton:
Cochester F & R Club were moved from the 3 Wise Monkeys and resettled in Scott's (mum's) front 
room where Beverly and John played two extended sets to an audience of about a dozen enthusiasts 
as if they were playing the Albert Hall, but with conversation.  A great evening in good company seeing
friends playing at their best.  This should have been better attended given that the fee was on a 
collection basis but it was great to see two old Gibsons, (1945 LG2 and 1949 J45) in harmony with 
duet vocals on mountain music. Other delights, Griffin banjo and Collins mandolin and a couple of very
tasty sounding fiddles playing cross tuned against standard. Well worth the trip out.  Good to catch up 
with Paul Brewer and explore the merits of Blue Chip picks.

3rd October 2016: Bill picked up a Dave Van Ronk CD in his pre swim trawl through Woodbridge 
charity shops, compiles his first two LPs with some of the songs which featured at Bill's school folk 
club (in about 1968). East Suffolk Morris Feast & AGM: Thank you to David T for hosting again and 
to Liz, Sue and Grace for catering and serving an excellent meal around which business was 
conducted, and the old guard made way for the new. Noted that the diamond jubilee of the side takes 
place in 2018, I suspect that not many of the 'newer style' sides will reach that milestone. Potential for 
three trips abroad in 2017, March, May (Chameleonic) and June. As ever the new administration will 
be gently feeling its way forward, although I sense that the 'manager' in Kevin may come to the fore 
sooner than later. In two years all will change again, (which may be one ingredient in the health 
longevity of the side). Excellent choice for Mike Barclay to receive the Squire's award. Any male 
readers (any age) who fancy having a go and joining an excellent traditional morris side either to 
dance, play or both, practices begin at Gosbeck Village Hall each Monday at 8pm starting on 10th 
October.

4th October 2016:Sheila was in Colchester during the day so Bill went along for a wander, found the 



hospice bookshop and coffee bar, popped into Sounds Plus and Mann's Music. There is a nice Rally 
banjo in Cash Converters. We had intended to go to Glemham Crown session but didn't make it. 

5th October 2016: Bill finished Patricia Cornwell's latest, as reflective and paranoid as he had 
expected. There are no more stories bar self reference it seems. Wayward Session Shottisham, 
Graham, Nicky, John, Mike, Bill'nSheila. An enjoyable evening playing music in the bar as HM 
Coastguard had a function in the restaurant. Graham introduced us to the tune  Flatwater Fran which 
turns out to be a Phil Cunningham tune from the Transatlantic Sessions. Very nice but beyond Bill's 
usual attention span to learn as it has two repeated 16 bar parts, (it may fit this month's theme 
though ?). Bill started reading Iggy Pop's biography.

6th October 2016: Bill worked out and posted Flatwater Fran as THeme of the Month Melodeon.net 
tune. It is too long and fiddle to enter the repertoire but an excellent tune (borne by fabulous 
harmonies). Sheila to Pretty Grim practise where the 'Pirate's Hornpipe' by Megan Wisdom was 
aired, Sheila had a dance on Ally Pally and some young recruits were present.

9th October 2016: Bards of the Heath: Vegan Fair Colne Engaine: Jo was unwell so the rest of the 
band played on while she rested offstage, filling in ad hoc for her recorder parts. She did manage to 
put her head around the door and give us a thumbs up. Good to see a crowd from the Mulberry Tree 
session out and enjoying the music. The fair itself was well supported, kind of a Mind Body Spirit with 
vegan food and poetry, (including Vegan Fish & Chips?).Bill left his jacket behind! Mulberry Tree 
Session: mainly instrumentalists so lots of tunes with a few songs in the mix, (over which latter some 
of the players rudely chatted, session rules next time!). 
The Folkus Dance pictures from Friday show another brilliantly attended event with dancers from far 
afield. This is not the event that was originally envisaged but it is great that it is so well supported 
(thanks to Rob's networking and driven publicity). I wonder how many dancers Ceilidhs on the Move 
managed on the following day?

10th October 2016: East Suffolk Morris practice. A new member, experienced and capable dancer 
with the energy to cycle from Ipswich to practice at Gosbeck, impressive. The third long distance 
cyclist in the side. The first meeting with new management, Kevin is an experienced decision maker 
and will enjoy his time as squire, Clive may need to find techniques to conduct business within a time 
constraint, very enthusiastic. We will take up Simon Tarrant's kind offer to organise the Spring Trip next
year which will be to Herzegovina, thankfully not in the Eurozone! An enjoyable practice, David T, Dick 
and Bill on music, medium attendance,mainly Adderbury then some bits and bobs to provide a 
semblance of variety. 

11th October 2016:U3A Folk Group: Friston Chequers a large room not quite full, (many colds and 
coughs about). An enjoyable afternoon, quite what the group made of our contributions from Steve 
Earle and Alison Krauss... seemed positive and joined in. (We did play folk as well). Three 
Horseshoes Fordham Session:Bill's favourite musical evening of the month, and this was the most 
enjoyable to date. Great to have Liz Giddings at the session, (who plays with Roger professionally), 
with some excellent contributions. Interestingly with Deborah and Margarette  absent, some of the 
more interesting tunes were drawn from the Scottish folk repertoire, (as opposed to Irish celtic), 



together with a strong English contribution from Sue and John Cubbins. Bill contributed a couple of 
sets but loved simply listening, learning and joining in (quietly) on the hoof. Forgot to take the 'sharpie' 
so no beer mat of tune titles this time and the memory fails at times so limited homework this time.

12th October 2016: Fay Hield & Hurricane Party The Cut Halesworth: It took a few songs before 
the music broke through the 'process evaluation' and the sense that we were youngsters in a care 
home being entertained and patronised, but Fay Hield is a unique artist, her musicians, jazz bass and 
percussion, with folk melody and harmony sections drawn from the cream of the current crop of 
multitasking virtuosos, excellent. The set included Tom Waits, big ballads, forest school songbook, 
nursery rhyme and appalachian material. The arrangements were considered, at times complex, and 
delivered with discipline. Fay commented that the venue was more accustomed to classical 
performance, but her presentation was no less structured and 'closed' in many ways than a classical 
concert. The evening was a success, the material excellent (if revisiting 'old folk' repertoire in parts), 
and in the end worth hearing live, the bass and percussion were outstanding in their own right. (Ben 
Nicholls and Toby Kearney, worth a google search in their own right and you will see what I mean). 
New fRoots arrived with download CD.

13th October 2016: Bill finished reading Iggy Pop biography, ('open up and bleed'), read Kathy 
Reichs latest at a sitting, (ok better than Patricia Cornwell but not by much on this occasion), and 
started a David Hewson (Fallen Angel) which is feeling like a re-read but now in order with other Nic 
Costa books. A very busy day for Sheila with work sessions and U3A panto rehearsal so that this week
Pretty Grim practice was missed in favour of an early night.

14th October 2016: we had intended to see Sarah Grey and Kieron Means at Bury on this evening, 
but they have been cancelled and are replaced by Rosewood. Looks like Big Music Night after all. 
#31 An enjoyable evening, some excellent performances and some which relied upon the generous 
spirit of the audience at times, no names no pack drill. Sheila won a bottle of wine in the raffle. Bill has 
the whole evening on video, (of which about forty minutes may be worthy of a public share at an 
optimistic guess).

15th October 2016: Holly popped round and aside from catching up Bill helped edit and A/V sync a 
video of one of Boathousekeepers new songs for publication on their YT. Something of a challenge 
havinig never attempted video audio sync before, but we got there. We thought of going to see Reg 
Meuross at the John Peel Centre, but didn't.

16th October 2016: Lunch at Dunwich and a walk along the beach and across the heath with John & 
Jo and Bardfriends. We saw deer but left before the rut began. Jam and creaam on scones for tea. 
BMN video a work in progress.

17th October 2016: An interesting day, shopping bumped into two friends from work, catching up with 
the disaster area that the criminal justice system has become, and also in personal terms. Bill started 
a Fred Vargas book, 'Seeking Whom he May Devour', which has been sitting by the bed as a treat to 
be savoured for a while.  He finished the BMN video/audio processing and shared a few audio files 
with their creators. East Suffolk Morris practice, another new member this evening. An enjoyable dip 



into Adderbury (again) and Ascot with some bits and bobs for variety. Bosnia is off as the spring trip, 
(logistics), which will now be  to an unspecified destination but for four/five days from a relatively local 
airport.

18th October 2016: Bluegrass Session: Little Bentley: Bill: two months in a row! Largely the group 
which first sparke my interest at Tattingstone many years ago, with a couple of more local additions. 
Good to see Bob and Scott out and playing. This session is always a challenge , particularly with 
tunes which are taken at a pace whereby the percussive banjo and Monroe style mandolin are 
effective but for most other instruments, (fiddle included), the tonality of the notes is strangled by being
radically foreshortened. Great fun to exercise the 'chops', but the Norman Blake, 'play it slow', and 
after sixty professional years 'working on tone' approach is Bill's preferred route. Deposit on morris 
spring trip is paid, so when it comes around it will seem to be free! Dug out some recordings of 
Bill'nSheila from 1989 for fun, have stood up well, maybe well enough to post for fun. We still sing the 
songs, (as do some of the people who heard us sing them at the time, ....hey ho).

19th October 2016: honoured to be asked to play a floor spot at Everyman again this month. 
Hopefully will not engender a 'usual suspects' response from some quarters, (it will), now to think what
to play. 

20th October 2016: Bill finished the Fred Vargas. Sheila to U3A Panto practice and Pretty Grim 
practice.

21st October 2016: Bill started to read The Rabbi's Daughter by Reva Mann. The new Mardles hit 
the mat. Some interesting articles, lots of engagement but will Suffolk Folk survive the loss of 6/10 
committee members next year. Almost certainly. Many years ago when three members of the EFDSS 
district committee died in a car accident a skeleton crew carried Mardles and the Playford Ball 
through to a hand over to an invigorated Suffolk Folk, which then added the Riverside Day, improved 
the print quality of Mardles and now spans four Counties, (although Essex has its own (excellent) Folk 
Association and magazine, and Norfolk aldso has an association.  There must be some young people 
out there with an interest in engaging which is burgeoning rather than waning, (as ours has been of 
late). 
Buyer beware, Bill picked up a Roland Edirol U-A 25 audio interface which is partially redundant as 
there is, and will be, no driver for Windows 10. Good job we kept a machine on 7. The kit works, just to
learn how to use it and how it speaks to the software. So far have confirmed it sends and receives but 
not necessarily in the right place and time! Sufficiently cheap not to be a disaster. PS now discover is 
plug and play at 44100/16 bit on proprietry software, good enough for what we need so certainly not a 
disaster, can go to 24 bit on the old machine, but ve..ry slowly.
 Brian Peters at Happy Sam Bredfield an excellent evening of superb music, (and musicianship) in 
informal surroundings and with the dreaded Happy Sam interactive set which usually converts 
scepticism and wariness on the part of the performer to an expression of delight at the engagement 
with the audience which it facilitates. Brian was on terrific form playing melodeon, guitar, concertina 
and banjo fluently and in particular on melodeon and concertina casually blowing popular 'young guns'
out of the water with the easy delivery of technically difficult material presented musically and in 
context, (cf as party pieces and exercises in accomplishment). The part of the HS evening which has 



not settled down is the central (session) section in which friends who may play together comfortably in 
a different environment are reluctant to engage and need to be 'prodded' into making a contribution. 
The idea is good, the trick is finding a way to make it work in practice, (balance of carrot and stick?)

22nd October 2016: Bill got a stage further with the audio interface on the old computer.Thinking 
about Everyman on Friday and what to play, always a tricky one.

23rd October 2016:Mulberry Tree Session a very enjoyable evening, a mix of tunes and singing with
a relaxed feel to the interface between the two. 'Danegeld' connections pervaded the tune part of the 
session (as ever), both stylistically and in selection. Not a problem, (but could be on a different 
evening). Interesting to chat with Graham about the Brian Peters evening and that not many artists 
maintain a 'lifetime' repertoire in the way that he does, which enabled him to respond to almost all of 
the requests made to him. Led Bill to reflect that most (probably 80%+) of his own tunes and songs 
are not 'maintained' or played since the ceilidh band's demise, and 'fitting in' with local sessions. Looks
as though Happy Sam evenings will go from strength to strength next year with some excellent artists 
booked, (and past players seeking to return having enjoyed the format).

24th October 2016: It looks as though the 'Bards of the Heath' for Marks Tey next week will be a trio 
performance, (possibly a quartet if Dave joins on bongos). Not sure where the rest of the band are, but
suspect that 40 minutes at an MBS fair which is 'spaced' to occupy the day has ceased to be an 
attractive option. Bill finished reading 'The Rabbi's Daughter', a goodish book which could have been 
excellent, (though less saleable), with a clearer evaluation of the tensions between strict and liberal 
Judaism and their rationale. An interesting personal memoir, maybe more to follow? No swimming 
today as half term supervenes over 'adult' sessions, (and dark mornings discourage an 06.30 start to 
the day now that is not occupationally required). Accepted a request from Inertia Reel to sub at a 
function in June 2017 as two of the band members had forgotten they are going to an Elton John 
concert on that evening. No accounting for taste! East Suffolk Morris practice, another excellent 
evening, new members Phil and Bruce are staying the course and enjoying the dance. Dave Evans 
(Hageneth MM and Mardles Morris Correspondent) came along to the practice on this occasion and 
enjoyed joining in.

25th October 2016: Bill posted on 'folkbluesnbeyond' YT a recording of the 'Last Resort Barn Dance
Band', probably from 1991 at Shotley Marina (https://youtu.be/ow49wwZfIFg ) . Seems to have stood 
up fairly well. Still a couple of cassettes of Bill'nSheila circa 1998 hanging around, but he may not be 
forgiven! Interesting that all the publicity and contact details for 'Last Resort' are still on the internet 
after nearly twenty years, and that a Scottish band is now using the name. Hey Ho. Tattingstone 
White Horse Bluegrass Session five of us in the partly refurbished small bar with a smoky log fire for
atmosphere. Good fun pulling out some slow and recently unplayed material and finishing up with a bit
of Dylan for good measure.

26th October 2016: Bill had a swim with the old folks session, gave Blaxhall session a miss, good to
have a night off. Started thinking about tune of the month which is looking inevitable, an interesting 
strathspey.



27th October 2016: Bill finished reading the Woman in Blue by Elly Griffiths, fluffy but fun. Started a 
biography of Sammy Davis Junior which is excellent so far. Steamboat Session:Bill left when politely 
remaining became unbearable. Very sludgy. Ubiquitous folders of unlearned songs performed by rote. 
Re-runs on TV infinitely preferable. Andy is coming to Wayward Session next week, we'll give him a 
lift. (Sheila commented that Bill is missing Pris Forrest's input to these sessions and that is right. Pris 
now has choir on a Wednesday). Sheila to Pretty Grim, (no feedback).

28th October 2016: the history of Vaudeville in the Sammy Davis Jnr biog described the life of Bill 
'Bojangles' Robinson, an irony as the song about him by Jerry Jeff Walker is one of our options for 
this evening at Everyman Folk Club. Spent a very enjoyable afternoon with (Bard) Des and Ruth 
playing music and (thank you for) a lovely meal. we then all went along to  Everyman Folk Club 
where The Dovetail Trio were excellent entertainment, strong support from the floor and Bill & Sheila
played 'Mr Bojangles' and 'The Cuckoo' as their contribution One of the few places Bill plays his guitar 
nowadays eschewing the 'round the room' sessions, while most other venues are either too noisy or 
too specialised to be interested in an eclectic acoustic repertoire. (U3A and The Steamboat on a 'good'
night are the other exceptions).

29th October 2016: Lazy(ish) day, worked on Strathspey tune a bit, Bill went swimming, looked 
through setlist for Bards tomorrow.

30th October 2016: Bards of the Heath Marks Tey: five hours and 50 miles for another 'gratis' Mind 
Body Spirit festival in two twenty minute slots. Previously PA has been provided but we played through
John's set up against a hall full of hubbub. Good to play the music, and Dave joined us again on 
bongos, an excellent percussionist,(pity he is not local). Bill did record from the stage but the sound 
quality is completely unusable with ambient noise levels and a poor mix of sound. Bill and John shared
view about the rough mix of the recordings and how to manage those which may need re-recording.

31st October 2016: swimming at lunchtime, Bill sorted the Tune of the Month video fo November to 
post tomorrow, Sheila to U3A Panto practice. East Suffolk Morris practice, seven musicians, fifteen 
dancers, pretty good for a dank and foggy night. Resolved (we think) taht the spring trip to Lyon wil 
involve a single group travelling by train, so result. (Bill was probably going to think again if the group 
was divided to travel - affects the overall dynamic). Early bath and fairly hairy drive home crawling 
along, navigating by the the centre line in the road.

1st November 2016: posted TotM, acquired 28 views and one each of 'like' and 'dislike' on YT. I seem 
to have picked up a 'dislike' troll over a couple of recent melodeon uploads, hey ho. U3A Felixstowe 
White Horse just Bill, as Sheila off to Colchester for a lecture. Very enjoyable and a comfortable sized
group, Bill sang his amalgum version of John Barleycorn and 'led' on Rosin the Bow and Oyster Girl.

2nd November 2016: Bill playing around with 'Birth of the Blues'. It won't go anywhere but Rolly 
Brown has posted a very helpful version on youtube, and on his wordpress site expresses a lot of 
views about music and why he plays it which resonate with Bill's take on the same subject. 
Shottisham Wayward Session Graham & Nicky, John, Andy, Mike Bill and Sheila. Very enjoyable, 
between us we played a fair few tunes and had a good natter.



3rd November 2016:Bill took the mandolin on which he had 'botched' a repair to Colin Fulton to 
rescue with his expertise. It will take a couple of weeks. Practised and explored some tunes/songs at 
home while Sheila to Pretty Grim.

4th November 2016: local folk seems to shoot itself in the foot periodically with Folkus, Claude 
Bourbon, and Keith Kendrick & Sheila Needham all running back to back at separate venues in 
Suffolk this evening while Lady Maiserie are playing in Norwich. We will be at Hadleigh F & Acoustic
Club for Claude Bourbon. Always good to catch up on blues which is one of our (Bill'nSheila) 
muscles that rarely gets flexed!. Bill posted Melnet Theme of the Month: Minor Jigs, (see the YT 
page), and confirmed he will be going on the East Suffolk Morris Spring Trip to Lyon (despite some 
reservations - but such are his stock in trade). Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Club: a couple of floor 
singers had dropped out so Bof played and extended introductory set which was very enjoyable. Tom 
and Emma Hardy were an excellent follow on with distinctive and complementary styles of playing 
fiddle and guitar. Claude Bourbon has good reputation as a performer and a part of the audience had
come specifically to see him play. An interesting, quiet, guitar style based around an open tuning, 
digital delay and electronic amplification. Fine for the first ten minutes or so but the 'songs' were 
indistinguishable in style, pace and dynamics for an hour (plus). Those who were not afficionados at 
least had the option to doze. The slide came out for the last number but added little to the mix. The 
fans loved seeing Claude in an intimate space, but our lasting impression was of an oversold, self 
promoted one trick pony. We remember thinking the same of Bernard Hoskin when he appeared at 
Everyman recently, he is booked for the next Hadleigh evening, good job there will be a couple of 
worthwhile acts to balance the mix!

5th November 2016: Anglo Concertina Day with Roger Digby: twice a year Roger hosts a day 
during which a few like minded anglocentric individuals swap tunes and benefit from his expertise and 
experience as he leads a short workshop session, and we each contribute to and enjoy a shared lunch
and Roger's home brewed beer. Heaven. Seven of us around the table on this occasion and some 
cracking music plus a wo rkshop/talk on East Anglian Style. Thank you to Roger and Andrew (who 
manages the organising process).  Car music for the day was ' Kicking Up the Sawdust' outward, and 
'The Hangman's Beautiful Daughter' homeward, if you need to ask 'by whom?' you weren't there.

Gossip of the week: rumoured that Lagabag Morris may be disbanding, although their facebook page
is advertising 'beginners night' as recently as 31st October so may not be true. Bertram Levy is 
coming to the UK in February for Gainsborough Old Time Festival. Bill is rather hoping for an anglo 
workshop, but he may be the only taker! We know other anglophiles are hoping to arrange something, 
so watch this space.

6th November 2016: Bill revived 'Regular Guy' by Steve Earle, two verses and a turnaround, next on 
the list 'Two Hands' by Townes Van Zandt, Texan songwriters seem to be the earworm of the moment. 
Mulberry Tree Session: a relatively quiet but very enjoyable evening playing songs and tunes in good
company.Bill sang Lord Franklin and generally knoodled along. Confirmed that Lagabag Morris look 
to be disbanding after their annual dance in Woodbridge for 'Children in Need' in a couple of weeks 
having failed to recruit new members. John G has earmarked this Wednesday to record/tidy up some 



more tracks for the forthcoming Bards of the Heath CD.

7th November 2016: Bill succombing to a cold, which is usual for him at this 'change of season' 
period of the year. He has finished reading 'The Life of Sammy Davis Junior in Black and White' by 
Will Haygood. Excellent, also a prism on the social and political history of the United States in the 
Twentieth Century, and Vaudeville through showbiz, the beat generation and beyond. Sheila is working
hard on the set and props for the U3A panto, rediscovering her craft niche. Cold developed over the 
day and so no morris practice for Bill this evening.

8th November 2016: Bill tramped around Colchester while Sheila at a meeting there, picked up a 
couple of Philip Kerr novels, a moving hearts CD and a Jim Croce songbook at £1 each along the way,
passed on pursuing an appalachian dulcimer in cash converters, (looked a good'un but we have 
enough instruments at home- really!). Fordham session: worth braving despite Bill's headcold , five 
players around the table and a great evening of mixed Irish, English and Celtic music. Always a joy 
and a great social evening out.

9th November 2016: Donald Trump is president elect, perhaps not the best news with which to 
embark on a positive day recording the Bards of the Heath new songs.  An enjoyable morning 
tweaking and twiddling with a few songs, (including 'Come Sing the Summer' while the rain poured 
outside the window). We discussed potential outlets and marketing opportunities for the music to little 
effect. The new F(olk)Roots hit the inbox, David T is passing on lots of old EDS and Folk reviews to 
keep or further pass on, should make interesting reading. Bill is off to Canterbury tomorrow for a 
couple of days for a family celebration. Looks like rain again!
10th November 2016: Bill finished reading Spy Games by Adam Brooke's, excellent procedural thriller,
now to find the prequel.

10th November 2016: Bill had a smooth train journey to Canterbury, very straightforward despite 
three changes, arriving within the time to drive and with one travelling prebooked at no greater 
expense. Had tea with Laurel and Faith who came across to the hotel, then went for a tramp around 
Canterbury. Students in Roman dress, street sleepers settling to beg and sleep, police setting up 
around the main thoroughfares. The 'Quiet Americans', (they are neither), were playing at the 
Unicorn pub and making a pretty good fist of an Americana set including covers from The Band and 
Dylan. PA difficulties were getting in the way of 'best' presentation but good material well played.

11th November 2016: Leonard Cohen has died, enough said, seminal and influential to those who 
heard and appreciated his music. Family celebration and meal went well. It was interesting for Bill to 
visit a 'Court' environment as a customer. Very impressed by the Canterbury Combined Court Centre 
and staff. Meal was Pizza Express which was in a quiet historic building by a river with a large table 
set aside in a 'back' area by the water, so not reminiscent of the recent noisy nightmare at Ipswich 
PEx. (where Bill left before ordering). Bill had time for a tramp around Canterbury and spent an 
enjoyable hour trying out instruments at Hobgoblin Music with Pip Ives. The train journey home was as
easy, but less pleasant as the outward leg, as it took place around commuter rush hour. A small 
adventure and good to see the Kent branch of the family.



12th November 2016: Bill finished reading 'Field Grey' by Philip Kerr, Terence Blacker, Mick & 
Sarah Graves: the Ark Needham Market we almost decided to stay in, but were glad that we made 
the effort. Terence Blacker  writes excellent songs and was joined on second guitar by David, an 
excellent and empathic accompanying musician for a journey through his songs with commentary on 
their creation and therapeutic impact. Mick and Sarah Graves are a delight on English Concertina, 
fiddle and mandolin with some excellent material. Simon and Val Haines contributed an overture and 
interval tunes so a feast of music to enjoy. The Ark is a fantastic small venue, would suit a 'Bards' 
evening. Bill purchased Sarah's first CD 'Black Boxes' which is excellent.

13th November 2016: Sorry to hear from John Thistlethwaite that SuiZhen was severely injured 
when in a head on collision between her bicycle and a car. Bill rang and had a long chat with John. 
The good news that she is being well cared for in Addenbrookes and despite her injuries she enjoyed 
a visit from her grandchildren today and is hoping to meet a commitment to travel to China in the new 
year. Love to both and we'll catch you when circumstances allow. Local Bertram Levy Anglo 
Concertina Workshop will be 9th February 2017, organised by Andrew Collins (cost £20), if any 
reader may be interested. (Bertram is going on to play at the FOATMAD Gainsborough weekend the 
following day).

14th November 2016: Thank you Colin Fulton for sorting out the 'orange' mandolin whcih is looking 
and playing better than ever, (apparently it is flamed maple and not walnut as Bill had thought). John 
G says he has Bards of the Heath dates throughout 2017 to pass on to us. East Suffolk Morris 
practice, Bill had a chat with new member Phil who it turns out is playing bass with Ducking & Diving 
with Glenn (who played drums in Instep ) and for which band Bill is occasionally last reserve lead 
player. Phil also plays fiddle but with ESMM is focusing on dance. The practice was a good mix 
including Border in preparation for turn of the year dancing out. Bill finished reading 'The Last Mile' by 
David Baldacci. The U3A  ladies pantomime rehearsal took place at our house during this afternoon.

15th November 2016:Bill started reading Invisible Republic by Greil Marcus which sets Dylan's 
Basement Tapes in a musical, social, political and historical context. Led to him thinking of 1967/8 and 
bunking off school listening to 'Great White Wonder' and swapping guitar tunes with other' bunkers'. 
U3A Melton Coach & Horses not really enough room for those who turned up, no problem, we had a 
long chat with Marilyn reminiscing over remembered times including some proximate to 1968 and later
with common recollections of Clive Barrett, Lester Fudge, Three Part Thing, Peter Croft, Orwell String 
Band et al. Then we came home without engaging with the U3A music, not a problem. Bluegrass 
Little Bentley: a smaller and fiercer gathering on this evening, nine of us including Greg, Lynn and 
Jeff, taking no prisoners. Bill enjoyed bringing his playing (almost) up to speed, but declined to 
contribute personal 'saplings' to the 'shredder'.

16th/17th November 2016: a quiet couple of days. Bill uploaded a guitar video of Halsway Schottishe 
and Old French which seem to have become a 'set', and the Halsway Carol may be a work in progress
with Sheila. Sheila to Pretty Grim practice on Thursday evening, ( somewhat reluctantly as she feels 
very busy at the moment with the forthcoming Old Time Fiddle Weekend at Blaxhall and the U3A 
panto. Bill seems to have purchased a condenser microphone on e-bay which will be useful to 
complement his existing kit, (he has an AKG C2000B, this is a C3000B). Came in at the right price, 



currently in transit but should arrive in time to try out on Sunday in Woodbridge.

18th November 2016: Sheila to Old Time Fiddle Weekend at Blaxhall, an excellent tutors concert 
but the camera was in the van! Bill dropped into the Henley Folk Night for an hour. This used to be 
fun but has spiralled into a self selecting group of musicians seeking a platform playing to similar. 
Good that Mike Briggs keeps the evening alive, and to catch up with friends but... Bill tends to move 
the molecules of the universe by playing music at home, happy and pleased to have an audience, but 
that is not a validating requirement. Bill finished reading Greil Marcus book about the 'Basement 
Tapes', skimming the arrogant pontificating and enjoying the meat of the social and musical history 
described. Excellent appendices.

19th November 2016:a quiet day, dug out 'Natural Bridge Blues' and it looks like a project for 
mandolin in C, and concertina in G with guitar in either. Doesn't sound like the Waterboys version, so 
that to explore. Otherwise just read the papers and watched TV. Popped in on Rowan and had a drift 
around a car boot, risk of drifting into anomie, but waht's new.

20th November 2016: Bards of the Heath Woodbridge MBS: aside from Bill and his chair taking a 
tumble off the stage, (fortunately onto a table), this remained something of a non gig with poor sound, 
and a set list containing songs with which majority of the band were unfamiliar! Hey ho, business as 
usual. Wickham Bishops should be better next week. Bill unwound by watching the Rolling Stones 
documentary 'Ole Ole Ole' from Ch4 about the band's South American tour. Excellent and at times 
moving. Sheila returned having enjoyed her fiddle weekend with David Bragger. Bill went to the 
Mulberry Tree Session which was something of a 'shantyfest' with other music and song rather 
edged out. The regular (sometimes generous) support of an appreciative audience was welcome. The 
gossip was enjoyable. Reports from friends who went to Folk at the Froize are excellent.

21st November 2016: Bill still a bit shaken up from his fall yesterday but enjoyed a lunchtime swim 
with John G. Sheila had a song practice in the afternoon and spent the evening painting a backcloth, 
both for the U3A ladies panto in a couple of weeks. Chris Foster is coming to the UK in the new year 
from Iceland where he lives. He is in search of bookings, seemingly however small. East Suffolk 
Morris practice:a very enjoyable evening. Good to see David Evans with us again, and to hear from 
him that Paddy Butcher regularly looks at this page, (hello both). David enjoys the practices, (which at 
times are more enjoyable and better attended than the dancing out! Always welcome.) Put me in mind 
of my invitation to come to practice, received from Keith Froom around 1982 at a time when Wolsey 
Folk was my 'dance side'. I was welcomed at practice with no pressure to give up that primary 
commitment at a time when the side was knowledge and skill deep and there was so much to learn. 
Here I am some 30+ years later still loving the experience. Despite sad but inevitable losses East 
Suffolk Morris remains one of the strongest sides in the country both in terms of depth of knowledge 
and understanding of the dance, and membership, regardless the sparseness of Suffolk's general 
population.

22nd November 2016: I had passed the info about Chris Foster to Graham Schofield and Simon 
Haines locally. Graham has the next year for 'Happy Sam' already mapped out, (and sounding 
excellent) so will not follow it up. Bill finished reading 'Even Dogs Run Wild', (Ian Rankin). Rebus is 



now retired but apparently still clued in and indispensible! Edward (Morgan) rang with an update on 
SuiZhen (Thistlethwaite) who is recovering well but looking at a long haul ahead. She may be moved
from Addenbrookes to Broomfield Hospital in a week or so which will make John's journeys easier. 
Edward has left Joyspring, and now plays modern and experimental jazz with a group he calls 'ad 
hoc jazz', (which may have to change as there is at least one international group with tha same name 
and maybe two). Bill passed on this evening's musical 'opportunity' in favour of having one night in this
week!

23rd November 2016:a passing mention on the 'i' letter page led Bill to bbc i-player to watch 
Hypernormalisation by Adam Curtis, a documentary lasting 2 hours 45 explaining from a base date 
in 1975 how and why the world has inverted from (almost) real-politics to the present looking glass 
situation in thirty years, and the deliberations and deceptions cast about that road. Even at nearly 
three hours this is compelling journalism with further avenues for exploration throughout. Highly 
recommended by this 'bit' in the machine. There is an irony that perceptive 'rebels' are now factored 
into the process to the point where their actions have ceased to have meaning or effect. An interesting
argument that the type of social networking which generated the Arab spring was instrumental in the 
failure of opposition to Brexit or Trump, as the 'machine' has by now been integrated and  its effect 
neutralised to the point where it worked 'positively' in favour of recent outcomes. We missed the first 
showing in October so may not be on i-player much longer, catch while you can. (Bill also noted the 
Grateful Dead connections). A friend (Steve Lloyd) has shared John Spiers tune and video 'Fuck the
Tories' and its associated message, a good tune, one to learn I suspect, although it will not be shared 
publicly on Bill's facebook which is musically based rather than politically oriented. (Sheila may be less
scrupulous). Here if you are interested, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBJ6NYORSZ8 .Blaxhall 
Ship session: Harbour Lights, effectively Rob, Tracey, Alvar and Richard and anyone who cares to 
turn up. We missed the previous session and enjoyed this evening. A couple of the FOATMAD Old 
Time workshop members were around, one participating on piano to great effect. Good to see Mike 
Acott and chat concertinas.

24th November 2016: Bill tried out his new microphone (and existing) through the recently acquired 
audio interface to record a video of Sarah's Song by Phil Cunningham. It seemed to come out well, 
and for day one of the learning curve, made a good fist of a four stop melodeon and a concertina 
which have previously been difficult to record effectively. John G has booked the Martlesham 
Community Hall on March 11th 2017 for Chris Foster and Bards of the Heath to run a joint CD 
launch. Gives a comfortable time for the Bards to finish CD2 and a date for Bardfriends to look forward
to. Steamboat Session: looked a bit grim at first, but turned into a very enjoyable and collaborative 
evening. Bill played a couple of songs while Sophie sang, and a couple on his own, Andy, Sophie, Tim 
and Susie kept the tunes turning while the two Gerry's and Triangle supplied the acapella element. 
The Lagabag AGM takes place on Monday to finalise the likely demise of that group. A new session is
starting on the third Sunday afternoon of the month at the Spreadeagle in Fore St Ipswich. The pub is 
in new hands and the session was a request by the landlord, first date 15th January 2017. We popped
in a couple of years ago when ESMM were dancing at the Fore St Christmas Market and the venue 
was welcoming and suitable for music. Watch this space.

25th November 2016: Sheila off to Poole for the weekend so returned her John Kirkpatrick ticket for 
tonight. After dropping her at the station Bill had a wander round the wasteland of Ipswich town centre.



Fatal, Cash Converters have a Simon and Patrick hand made cedar top AP6CW for the bargain price 
of £99.99, dud strings and pretty dinged but still worth at least twice the price to a player, and with 
great tone. Bill walked away and returned to the car by a different route so it is still out there! 
Consolation purchase was a charity shop 99p book about maritime music. Everyman Folk Club: 
John Kirkpatrick: excellent as ever, this the Carolling & Crumpets show, so very jolly, and 
demonstrating all the skills learnt from a life in music and theatre. The quality of the playing 
outstanding, even with a few fluffs. Bill bought a tunebook, some duplication with opus folkus but hey 
ho. Keith loaned me his Bells Reaper tape, (there wasn't a boxful after all), and The Lucy's demo 
tape so that I can catch up on some of the  the local music that passed me by in my 'youth'. Thanks 
Keith. The hall was packed with people who rarely turn out for Everyman. Mike and Adam Garland 
played a couple of songs, an excellent Jack Orion and a .rearranged' Lizzie Lindsey. The evening 
over-ran, and then  Woodbridge Road was closed at Kesgrave involving a significant detour down 
Dobbs Lane to get home. Signage as ever was unclear. Arrived home to discover car bumper had 
been scraped, probably in the car park at the folk club but certainly very recently. Should've bought the
guitar!

26th November 2016:Bards of the Heath Spirit of Winter Wickham Bishops:an enjoyable set with 
Mark Barnard's PA and engineering so easier to play 'together' with foldback. Not perfect but good fun.
Mark and Lyz are now joining the March 11th concert at Martlesham so Chris Foster, Bards and 
Willows Drum. The hall holds about 50 people, which should be an easy fill with appropriate publicity,
local Bardfriends, Chris's followers and perhaps interested folkies. Could be a great evening. Potential 
for tea and cakes. Bells Reaper/Lucys Bill managed to transfer from the tape to the computer but 
tried three times on two decks as the sound seems 'strange', which might be normal for folk rock of the
period, or may be the tape decaying/stretching. Good material, just the processing either by 'input' or 
'output' that sounds odd.

27th November 2016: Bill exercised the new rig to record a new tune which may or may not be 'Tune 
of the Month' in December but was fun to do, (the close running alternative is Star of the County Down
which seems a bit hackneyed but is noen the less popular). Watch this space on Thursday morning! 
Holly came to lunch and as the microphones were set up we recorded a couple of songs together and
she recorded one on her own ( Rose of Allendale is posted at https://youtu.be/a-lNQBCCMJo ) . The 
set at John Peel Centre last evening apparently went well. Holly's songwriting MA has yielded further 
riches in that she was the highest marked student for each of the last two years and will have a 
corresponding medal for each of those years. Brilliant! Bill spoke to John Thistlethwaite, SuiZhen is 
sufficiently 'on the mend' for Addenbrookes to be talking discharge, (into John's high dependency 
care). Good news but still a long road to travel. Sheila returned home from her visit to Poole.

28th November 2016: Bill finished reading Vagabond by Gerald Seymour, a well constructed and 
complex pot boiler with a simple outcome telescoped from the first few pages. A ripping yarn none the 
less. A good swim. John G has booked a seasonal BardFeast at the Newbourne Fox which should be 
fun. Bill picked up 'The Dark Side' a book by Jane Mayer described as 'The inside story of how the war
on terror turned into a war on American ideals', looks interesting and also somewhat disturbing that 
even before 2016 global politicians were making policy on the hoof and regardless of any version of 
reality or truth. Seems to be written in an 'accessible' way and Jane Mayer is a credible journalist for 
the New Yorker. East Suffolk Morris danced at the Apex prior to the Demon Barbers show there. 
Enough takers without Bill who has seen the show a couple of times each. Spent the evening working 
on the Bells Reaper tape, using Adobe Audition 3 which tends to take second place to Wavepad as 
rather more complex to master but which is a much stronger tool for the task. Made rough sense of 
side two. Enjoying the music and the project.

29th November 2016: tidied up Bells Reaper side 1. Keith says that he may have a go on his 'kit' 
when he has the tape back so will be interesting to compare 'outcomes', (as young people are trained 
to say). Bill had a tramp around Colchester while Sheila was at a meeting and he picked up the Topic 



'Voice of the People' sampler CD for £1, lots of excellent tracks, (and also a couple of crime  
'potboilers' for the bedside). Particularly enjoyed the walk across Castle Park to the pick up point. 
White Horse Bluegrass Session: compact and enjoyable Chris H, Doc Chris O, Trevor, James, Rex, 
Cliffie,Bill, so a couple of banjos, three guitars, two mandolins, a bull bass, fiddle and autoharp in 
various combinations. 

30th November 2016:Sheila to U3A Panto practice. Bill tightened up the truss rod on the Tanglewood 
Dreadnought, having noticed last evening that the action seemed high, always a 'fingers crossed' 
process. Shottisham Sorrel Horse: Wayward Session Andy kindly gave me a lift, had Alan in the car
also, which plus Garry and John who traveled directly, makes up about half of Danegeld's musicians. 
(Danegeld are at Strew Bear for the weekend this year having blagged their way past an obstructive 
gatekeeper by way of a personal connection with the morris organiser, twas ever thus). Chris and 
Caroline also made the session this time and seemed astonished to find a full room in swing when 
they arrived. An enjoyable evening with both tunes and song, time will tell whether this session is in 
transition, and into what form? Graham and Nicky had a preferred model at the start....no less 
enjoyable for moving off piste (occasionally).

1st December 2016 a new month and the date upon which seasonal song and music become 
'acceptable' in company. Bill posted the video for Melnet Tune of the Month Bagpipe(r)s from the 
Mittel collection, (not sure where the rogue 'r' came from but probably one of the current 'pop' 
versions). One positive comment so far. Theme of the month (as ever) is Christmas/Winter, what to 
contribute? Sheila to ladies' panto practice, (the big day is on Tuesday), no Pretty Grim practice this 
evening so a night in. 

2nd December 2016:Bill's former colleague and great friend came around fopr a coffee and update 
both ways. It was good to see her and chew fat together. Hadleigh Folk Club: an interesting and 
enjoyable evening in three parts. Martin Newell and the Hosepipe Band performed 'The Green 
Children'. the Hosepipe Band in great form in multi-instrumental theatrical mode, (no melodeon but 
the fussbass makes up for all), supporting supporting Martin speaking his interpretation of a local story
from the 12C.  Much was thought and could be said, but in summary, we enjoyed the music, pity about
the poem. Bernard Hoskin in the support slot is a keen performer who must have been an excellent 
guitarist. He writes structured songs and sings those and selected covers. A diverting conundrum of a 
man who owns his age in his stage introductions, seemingly seeking to deny it with hair colour (grey 
white roots), espousing success then boasting of how persistent he has to be to persuade folk clubs to
allow him to play, and exuding 'professionalism', yet playing half of the set with his guitar imperfectly 
plugged in. Well received but generally not to our taste, (Bill enjoyed the song 21 Swans). Mary 
Humphreys and Anahata: an absolute joy to experience this set which comprised instrumental 
music, and Mary singing out for the first time in nine months (she later told Bill). The musical virtuosity, 
thoughtful arrangements and interesting anecdotal history and tales surrounding the pieces made for 
an hour which flew by and tickled the endorphins no end. It may be said that fame  and recognition 
should follow, (to the extent that the folk world allows for that). It may be that close engagement with 
the business end of folk would adversely affect the essence of what Mary and Anahata are about, 
diminishing their ability to work as they wish and to deliver the pleasure which their discerning and 
loyal supporters gratefully receive from their music. Thank you. A good night out all told, great to see 
Miranda Reckitt and Bernie Holloway in passing.

3rd December 2016: Bill finished reading The Dark Side, about the Bush administration's deliberately 
executed policy of rendition and torture post 9:11 and how the practical politics was managed to 
enable its continuation in secret. East Suffolk Morris Debenham Saturday Shopping Day: The 
proprieters of Earl Soham Brewery invited the side to dance in the village and at the brewery shop in 
return for a glass or two of ale, who could refuse. A very low key afternoon, (apparently the Christmas 
Fayre is at Crowes Hall tomorrow), but a good outing for the border morris with all dances tried out in 
public for the first time this year, and enjoyable sup of mulled wine or coffee with cake at the church 



and beer at the brewery shop. Bill met  Alan and Sue Humphrey now live in the village and had a chat.
Some of the Morris WAGs were out (? as drivers), and enjoying our and each others company. Les 
Barker: Happy Sam Bredfield. a full house for Les who entertained with a couple of sets of his of the 
wall poetry and humour with the audience joining in on most items. Usual session in the middle. Turns 
out David Tricker also uses an AKG C2000B which was operational for Les on this occasion, a good 
microphone. Bill had a chat with Maggie and we realised our introductions to playing for dance with 
Wolsey Folk were very similar, (Bill joined when Maggie left the group around 1980).

4th December 2016: Bill posted his Melnet Theme of the Month tunes, The Three Shepherds by 
John Kirkpatrick, (from recently purchased tunebook), and White Christmas which just about fits on 
the melodeon. Sheila to final panto practice. Mulberry Tree Session: missing the shanticleers on this 
evening (so less tense than on occasion). Zippy brought his guitar but it remained in case, more's the 
shame. A varied group of tunesmiths, a couple of singers and Bill and Sheila contributed a few songs. 
An evening where they could be heard and were listened to. The musicians were left to their own 
devices at the end of the evening and the last twenty minutes were perhaps the most enjoyable. 
Miriam (who plays violin) sang a song, (we think) for the first time, and one of the acapella singers 
borrowed a guitar and played an enchanting and very skilful  instrumental piece (Lost Soul Blues by 
Frederic Mesnier), again, a regular, but the first time we have seen him play guitar. Attendance was 
possibly light because of the Froize Inn Merry Hell evening which we had thought to go to but 
forgotten about. Probably the right decision. The conclusion to an enjoyable weekend mix of concert 
and session events. Bill and Simon Haines began a correspondence (which continued into Monday) 
about Bill's response to  'The Green Children' (see above). What was thought was privately shared. 
Some of the issues were sound and balance related, but at the conclusion the difference is one of 
liking and preference. We like the form and would probably support a different story, but to date once 
is enough for those collaborations which we have seen.

5th December 2016: Swim and catch up with John G. Pete is going to make his contribution to the 
CD this Wednesday at Des's studio so nearly done for the raw material. I don’t envy Des the task of 
shaping it! East Suffolk Morris practice a dozen men, four musicians plus 'new' Phil brought his 
fiddle out and joined in a couple of the tunes. A practice of two halves. 

6th December 2016: U3A Traditional Music Group Christmas Party including the Ladies Panto : a
very enjoyable afternoon with contributions from the flor and the Ladies Panto: '(Quick Quick) Slow 
White' , an ambitious and hilarious production with a few twists in the tale.

7th December 2016:  Bill started work on the video of the Ladies' Panto. Last minute impulse decsion
made to go to Eastern Angles Christmas Show, Stoat Hall, an excellent (adult) romp set in the reign
of Henry VIII. Unlike some previous productions this was a genuine ensemble piece with each 
member of the cast playing multiple roles and working together towards a common end. The script 
was skilfully crafted, and the sets and effects as imaginative as ever. We caught a couple of the last 
seats available at an hour's notice, brilliantly entertained and home in time for an early night!  David 
Evans had mailed to ask if he could use excerpts from these notes in his Mardles Morris 'Shorts' 
column, which is not a problem with descriptive pieces about what we have done or seen, the opinion 
pieces are perhaps better left.  They will engender direct response or not, and do not need reposting 
further. Upon that trust no problem. Seemingly the Lagabag saga continues, we have lost interest at 
this point. If we hear more we will update.

8th December 2016: Bill finished reading Career of Evil, JK Rowling writing as Robert Galbraith, the 
third novel in the Cormoran Strike series. Good fun and well plotted and written. Bill continuing to 
process video from Tuesday. Sheila to Pretty Grim practice. Upon her return Sheila pointed out a bit 
that Bill had missed....... quite right, was it ever thus. Bill has been suffering with aching wrist joints for 
a while, probably a response to overworked and poorly considered application to instruments and 
keyboard. Taking care for a while not to overwork the joints.



9th December 2016: Bill finished the video of the U3A Ladies Panto, initial share within the cast and 
on FB and will open access in a couple of days. Initial responses positive. (Preview at 
https://youtu.be/q_uTPUGN8Fk , forty minutes of your life which will not be returned but may repay the
investment in chuckles).  We walked into Ipswich this afternoon to visit the Ipswich Christmas 
Market, needless to say the marketing rather oversold the event, not quite 'sad'. Might still be worth 
moving ESMM Ipswich 'dance out' to coincide in future years despite... (In any event an improvement 
on the Framlingham and Debenham events).  Holly came to tea. Good to chat. Bill started to read 
'Citizen One' by Andy Oakes, as ever starting a series with part 2! Looks to be an excellent read, 
describing the doublethink/speak that may pervade Chinese political and daily life within the wrapper 
of a crime novel.

10th December 2016: Bill doesn't enjoy the Christmas period, Sheila does, so an interesting couple of
weeks in prospect on the home front. Bill watched Tony Palmer's film about Leonard Cohen's 1972 
European Tour on i-player. Lots of interesting reflections on the process and value of performance, 
from the point of view of both performer and audience. We also watched an excellent documentary 
about Robert Rauschenberg on bbc4, the soundtrack for which was a trawl through some of Bill's 
favourite music from his teenage years and early twenties, (e.g. Nick Drake, Donavon & Jeff 
Beck,Cream, Love, Velvet Underground). A few days break from playing pending a fairly busy week 
ahead.

11th December 2017: Another quiet day. Opportunity cost, The Dove Xmas Session, Carols at 
Sproughton, Churchfitters at Halesworth. None sufficiently inspiring to leave the house for, so another 
quiet day.

12th December 2016: Bill finished reading 'Citizen One', excellent, classic cutthroat Chinese politics 
seems almost as Machiavellian as Westminster has become of late. Interesting that A A Gill , a 
journalist who died recently and was lauded for his prose style, was dyslexic, (there are a number of 
dyslexic people in Bill and Sheila's families).The Everyman Theatre in Liverpool is reviving as a local 
repertory company. This brought back thoughts in Bill of the Ipswich Theatre, (pre Wolsey and when it 
was a rep), the Drama Centre and Theatre in Education in Ipswich in the 1970s which thrived under 
the guidance of John Southworth and John Kennett. This publicly funded enterprise which took 
drama and theatre to schools  and local teenagers, and worked with local charities providing 'playdays'
for various disadvantaged groups, will never be repeated for the benefit of today's youngsters, who in 
many ways have a greater need. There are still a couple of places left on Bertram Levy's Anglo 
Concertina workshop on 9th February at Roger Digby's, (American Old Time  tunes for concertina), 
any takers contact Andrew Collins, (or I can forward details). Certainly the last opportunity to meet and
play with Bertram Levy in the UK for a while, (if at all), and his Anglo work on US tunes predates Jody 
Kruskall by decades. Bill and Sheila will then go on to see him again on Banjo etc at the FOATMAD 
weekend in Gainsborough the following day. (The weekend is open to non-members; there are a few 
closet old-timers around the locality, check it out). Interesting that Graham Scofield has posted the 
14th December Wayward Session on Danegeld's FB page, (see note from 30th November). Their 
members' contribution certainly filled the room last time, whether the WS will simply follow the style of 
the Mulberry Tree evenings only time will tell, but if so...hey ho. An enjoyable swim, more brief than 
usual due to car parking and chatting with John G. Bill posted video of We'll Sing Hallelujah recorded 
with Holly a couple of weeks ago, just for fun. East Suffolk Morris practice: very enjoyable request 
evening. Bill took his fiddle along so the mix was two files plus melodeon, Anglo, or 3rd fiddle. Bill 
enjoyed the playing, not sure how the other fiddler's felt as he is only an occasional player! Looks as 
though Saturday's border and boxing day will be light on attendance on paper responses, hopefully 
there will be some musical support and sufficient attendance to present a show. David Evans updated 
the Lagabag story that the side will continue at a reduced level in some form. Not a problem unless 
selling into a public arena where people might consider that all Morris is as haphazard, (to choose a 
neutral expression).  



13th December 2016: apparently a split decision, but the official status of Lagabag Morris is that 'It 
was agreed at the recent AGM that Lagabag will become largely dormant from the New Year. We will 
not be taking any further paid bookings, although we will maintain our membership of Open Morris and
might dance out occasionally if the mood takes us. We would like to thank all our current and former 
members for their support over the years, and hope that we will be able to keep in touch with our 
friends in the local morris community.' Just about covers the observations above, maintain the public 
liability insurance and continue as a social organization. Bill read Michael Connelly's 'The Crossing' 
within a day. The latest Bosch thriller to hit the charity shops! A good tale, simply told, but lacking the 
range and depth of the early novels. Lately the books seem to be moneyspinning novellas with as 
much the element of soap opera as of police procedural. Bill listened to the latest Rolling Stones CD 
(Blue & Lonesome) on Spotify this morning, production values aside it reflects the band's genesis in 
the 1960's blues boom and maintains that 'English' blues band take on Chicago blues. Very well 
played and produced but functions as an 'omage and adds nothing to the canon. Fordham Session: 
A12 blocked south of Colchester so a few people held up on the way but a cracking evening, lots of 
variety ranging from Christmas songs to Playford tunes, , English, Irish, Ragtime etc. Some nuggets 
were trawled from the 1950's EFDSS repertoire and some echoed Bills 'early learned' tunes, so he 
closed eyes and flowed with the music. Seemingly a few of the people around the table have at times 
walked the same musical trails, not surprising but good to retread the path occasionally. Bill still 
buzzing all the way home.

14th December 2016: Thank you Jo G for pointing me in the direction of recently broadcast 'Private 
Passions' on BBC R3, still available as listen again and mp3 download. The programme is a half hour 
with Shirley Collins talking about her personal history and choosing some tunes and songs to listen 
to. Well worth a listen and probably a download for the car!. Bill has started reading Jean de Florette, 
not sure how far we'll get with it, so far a bit like a French Thomas Hardy novel. Shottisham : 
Wayward Session: another excellent evening of tunes and songs, (completely different to Fordham in
content and style). Nine players with a mix of melodeons, fiddles, mandolas, mandolins (inc 
banjomand), recorders, concertina, guitar, bodhran and ukelele bass in various combinations. The 
Danegeld 'massed band' didn't turn out in the end. A few Christmas tunes and songs, (mainly led by 
Bah Humbug Bill).  Only two others in the pub, dates for next year have been published, (this was the 
last WS for the year).

15th December 2016: last regular lane swim for the year, Bill will now have to chop and chip between 
early morning, elderly and possibly Felixstowe Pool to maintain the momentum during the forthcoming 
'children amok' period. Sheila has no such difficulties as the member of a local health club! Bill 
browsed the December edition of Acoustic Guitar magazine in W H Smith's before swimming, an 
interesting interview with Martin Carthy who owns to having focussed on the guitar to the detriment of
the story at one stage of his career, and also that he would like to develop his plectrum guitar style. 
There was also an interesting piece about Dylan's range of acoustic guitar techniques which have 
been generally under-rated throughout his career. Sheila missed Pretty Grim practice as suffering 
from dizziness at the moment, but did pass on a message from Danegeld who had been trying to 
contact the side regarding a joint dance spot at Snape Maltings on New Year's Day.

16th December 2016: Bill spent the afternoon sorting through the 'English Dance and Song' 
magazines which David T passed on to him and copying a few bits to look at later. the magazines 
cover the period from 1995 to 2015 (quarterly) so about 80 in number, and take the EFDSS from its 
rather elitist black and white period, (with interesting content including tunes and songs), to the full 
colour glossy trade magazine period, with less usable content and more 'business' promotion, 
(perhaps under the misapprehension that the internet provides any missing content. That it may, but 
without context or evaluation). The magazines are now boxed and available free to anyone who may 
wish to have a rummage through and pass them on again, (first caller who can collect is welcome to 
them, either direct contact, e-mail or FB message if interested).



17th December 2016: Bill finished reading Jean de Florette. Manon of the Springs is in the same 
volume but HE will save that for a later date. Interesting to find a dry olive leaf within as a previous 
reader's bookmark. East Suffolk Morris Men Ipswich Town Centre. Less well supported by the side 
than usual. Mick R & Bill as musicians, and around ten dancers. The day being relatively clement 
there were people about and a number expressed interest and asked about the tradition. We danced 
at The Salutation (twice), outside the (old) White Horse, (Salvation Army tea break), Arras Square, and
by the statue of the 'Giles' family in the Buttermarket. We also sang a carol in the Tourist Information 
Centre and visited the Plough for a brief libation. Perhaps if the Ipswich dance out is brought forward 
to coincide with the Christmas Fayre it will attract more support from both dancers and audience. Also 
being short on numbers (and a bottler), we did not collect which will feed as a neutral entry in the 
accounts next year. The video is posted. Good to hear that Mick and Sue are playing for U3A Folk 
Dance Group and the Tuesday evening dance club, musically challenging by account. Bill popped into 
a charity shop on the way home and acquired a hardback book of Tom Lehrer songs with cartoons by
Ronald Searle for a very reasonable price.

18th December 2016: we popped over the road for a Christmas social with neighbours, thank you 
Graham and Rachel. opportunity cost Churchfitters at Boxford, marked sold out and we missed an e-
mail saying we might be able to get in until too late. The 'certain' local welcome won the day over the 
long distance 'maybe'. Mulberry Tree session (opportunity cost Carols at Sproughton). An enjoyable 
evening, highlighted the qualities which make the room difficult to effectively play music in, and also 
which make it one of the few 'functioning' local sessions. Smatterings of Christmas music but generally
business as usual with lots of sea songs and a fair few tunes.

19th December 2016: Lazy day, didn't fancy trekking to Laxfield for ESMM carols but looked to be 
well supported on the FB pictures

20th December 2016: Sheila was in Colchester so Bill went for a wander there, evening in again, 
opportunity cost Bluegrass at Little Bentley or Carols at Fordham. The shadow of the  'black dog' of 
Christmas is colouring the week with gloom, (Bill), while Sheila decorates trees, wraps parcels and 
hangs cards. Holly's birthday and she popped in before going out for a meal and to the poetry evening
at the Thomas Wolsey.

21st December 2016: Bards of the Heath meal: John G treated the band to a Christmas meal to 
thank us for being wonderful during the past year and set us up for 2017. We went to Newbourne Fox,
one of his favourite haunts. A very enjoyable evening in good company. Des has done a rough mix of 
the recordings we made and gave us CDs to listen to. Pete's car caught fire on the way so he wolfed 
his meal before being escorted home by the AA. Des and Ruth gave Sarah a lift home.

22nd December 2016: Bill gave the CD an initial listen, very different from the last one, still a work in 
progress but there are already a couple of songs which won't make the cut despite Des's heroic efforts
in the mixing studio. It is fair to say that there are also some excellent songs which will. Bill started to 
think about the Bertram Levy workshop (in February), looking at the sound files on his site and finding
the music. Bertram plays 'Irish style', all keys on a CG concertina and is extremely good, I suspect the 
workshop will be quite challenging as looking at the YouTube videos he takes no prisoners! In one he 
explains that he spent a year in Beunos Aires learning to play Tango on bandoneon! Sheila went to the
'Rock Panto' at the Wolsey theatre with children and grandchildren, followed by Chinese Takeaway 
from Wong's.

23rd December 2016: Bill popped to Felixstowe for an early morning swim and tramp around. Posted 
Mathews song from the U3A panto on Facebook, as did he, (too specific for general circulation). Later 
on discovered that 'Nothing but a Child' by Steve Earle fits the melodeon so posted that as a second 
melnet 'Theme of the Month', a great song which Holly once sang at Butley Oyster in her teens! 



Sheila's granddaughter Jorja is staying over tonight.

24th December 2016: Ashley popped round for a visit, and Bill went to Rowan's for a cuppa and catch
up. Both should be at Morris at Pinmill on Monday. A fairly laid back day. We watched 'The Lady in the 
Van' to round it off. Bill noticed an unposted Felixtowe Folk Weekend video, good for the season, 
watch this space.

25th December 2016: Happy Christmas all. A quiet day, nut roast lunch. Bill's fav. present from Sheila 
recent biography of Guy Clark. Bill posted a Felixstowe Folk Weekend video of Preston Mummers, 
who it seems may not be around in that guise but hopefully the morrisring group and melnet will 
spread the word. Another couple of posts forthcoming but saved for a day or two. Amazed that there is
still left to find in a couple of old VHS tapes, but the technology has moved on since initial postings, 
and YT accepts longer posts so who knows! Sheila off to spend time with children and grandchildren 
pm while Bill makes flans for Boxing day when hopefully a few of his family may arrive after East 
Suffolk Morris have danced and sung at Pinmill. Rowan complains that the side no longer present a 
mummers play, hence the post today.

26th December 2016: Boxing Day: now that yesterday has passed the turn of the year gains flavour. 
East Suffolk Morris danced at Pinmill in glorious sunshine with strong public support followed by 
Carols in the Sailing Club which is an excellent host for the event with fine vocal support from the 
throng. We managed to 'program' the oven to bake potatoes for our return home where we were 
joined by some members from each of our families.

27th December 2016: Bill posted the dance video from Boxing day. Bluegrass Tattingstone White 
Horse:an enjoyable evening with six of us, 2 guitar, 2 mandolins, bass, autoharp and 2 banjos in 
various combinations. Bill contributed a couple of Steve Earle, a Dylan and a Lyle Lovett song as well 
as the standard repertoire of tunes and songs as the circle went around. Very enjoyable. 

28th December 2016: Bill posted the 'Carols at Pinmill' ESMM video, finished 'Death of a Loyal 
Character Dancer' by Qui Xiaolong  and started to read the Guy Clark biography, began to develop 
the likely tune of the month on melodeon. Laurel popped in with here family for an hour or so, lots of 
ice in the garden for the children to break. Opted to play and sing with Sheila at home rather than 
head to Blaxhall for the Harbour Lights/Alvar session. 

29th December 2016: Misty and cold all day. Sorry to miss Roger's party at Fordham this evening but
not practicable, (and possibly in company which we migt find a bit daunting). We both opted for the 
Steamboat session which constituted about three people, the Garland family and us. enjoyable and 
we aired a few songs. Mike and Adam are an effective duo, Adam and Emma sang a couple of songs 
which he/they have written which are excellent.  It is difficult to feel comfortable in the session, which 
like so many is more about an opportunity to play, than to play for people to listen. This is probably 
why Bill prefers the background and an accompanying role in these situations. A platform would be 
nice (whether individual or shared), but that involves a 'holding out', and engagement with the 
practicalities of  engagement with music as bizness, even at a local level.

30th December 2016: Bill chewing through the Guy Clark biography. Interesting that Guy, Townes 
Van Z etc come from comfortable backgrounds and a solid educational base, which lent them 
confidence to purusue their dream, and also the skill which they determinedly applied to their craft. 
Every word matters in place, context and meaning. It is also fair to reflect that the 'bizness' aspect of 
pitching songs, writing to order and collecting royalties/paychecks is as vital to success as the creative
spark. Interesting to discover that one of Bill's favourite songs is not one of Guy's but written by 
Susannah, his then wife. Bill advance recorded the likely TOTM (Rue de Pres) ready to unleash on the
world on 1st January when it wins. Not sure if it is a keeper but nice to keep refreshed occasionally 
and may stick. Mike & Cynthia Garland wine and mince pies, very enjoyable to catch up and chat. 



Mike playing Earls of Leicester and Hot Rize in the background, (Tim O'Brien bluegrass bands), so 
may be interested in the local bluegrass sessions and Orwell Bluegrass Festival.

31st December 2016: the last day of the year and nominally for reflection on things done and left,  
(there is a list), to do and to defer. Sheila took children and grandchildren to lunch to celebrate Leah's 
birthday. Bill had a tramp around Woodbridge, (bought a couple more Harakumi novels), a swim and 
caught up on 'Bruce Springsteen in his Own Words' on More4. Spent the afternoon rewiring a pendant
light fitting. What will 2017 offer, maybe illumination and a sense of purpose. 
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